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PART ONE

Nuts and bolts of algorithmic investing

ONE

INTRODUCTION

My name is Greg Kolodziejzyk. When I do a motivational
keynote speech, my opening joke is to show my full name on the
big screen, and say “I know what you’re thinking. How the heck
do you pronounce that name?” Typically everyone in the room
nods and agrees. Then I say “It’s really a lot simpler than it looks,”
and I flash a new slide that shows the phonetic pronunciation of
my FIRST name “gr-ey-g,” and say “GREG.” Ha ha. Always gets
a laugh. By the way, my last name is pronounced “Kall-a-jes-ik.”
Why I wrote this book

I’ve been trading the markets for decades. So many years of trial
and error and I can’t even begin to estimate how many trading
books I’ve devoured over the years. Finally I feel like I have a very
solid understanding of the markets, and algorithmic trading strate‐
gies and most importantly have learned how to interpret the differ‐
ence between bogus curve-fitted magical systems that are less than
useless (they are destructive because they can cost you a fortune),
and valuable strategies that extract profits from tradable markets.
In fact, I’ve even developed an entire software platform that auto‐
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mates the trading of my strategies. My software is time-tested and
has performed for me in the real world using real money for just
over a year now. I know — a year in the big scope of things isn’t a
super great track record, but it is a start, and due to the exhaustive
work I’ve done testing this strategy (you’ll see), I’m very confident.
I license my auto trading software platform called “AlgoLab” to
anyone who wants to earn a profit from automated algorithmic
trading. You might be wondering why would I license it at all?
And also you might be asking why I’m teaching the world my
trading secrets in this book? Why not just keep it all to myself and
earn a fortune?
I am a trader. I know from experience that the key reason I’ve
been successful is that I’m not seeking to earn a profit from trad‐
ing. My goal is always to earn a profit WHILE AVOIDING
RISK. That’s so important. It’s better to earn $100 with the possi‐
bility of losing $20 than it is to earn $200 with the possibility of
losing $80. That’s because you can always LEVERAGE the $100
profit trade to earn $200 with the possibility of losing $40. That
sounds better, right? This is just to say, that the best trades are the
trades where the risk-reward ratio is more favorable, not neces‐
sarily the trades that earn the highest profit. And there is no better
risk-reward ratio than getting paid to trade someone else’s money.
Period. That’s an obvious fact.
Since I’m not licensed as a professional portfolio manager, and
frankly, not interested in that traditional side of the business, I
decided to package my years of knowledge into some pretty slick
software technology called AlgoLab. Developing AlgoLab was an
amazing and exciting learning experience, and I’m very excited
about what I have created. My background is software and the
company that I sold back in 1994 disrupted the old methods of
pre-press, printing, advertising and design. I still believe that
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incredible value can be created by disrupting the old and tired
methods, and Wall Street is one of those industries that is ripe for
some major disruption. That is a very strong motivator for me.
Part 1 of this book tells the story of how I got here, and the
fallacy of investing in mutual funds, as you have already read. I
also explain what algorithmic investing actually is, and then
describe the steps required to develop an algorithmic strategy,
while taking the reader through the development and testing of an
entire trading strategy — a strategy based on taking trades during
certain moon phases. Yes — that sounds silly, but I chose that
because my original goal was to use a bogus trading methodology
that my curve-fitting test would identify as such. But I was in for a
surprise, and I’m sure you will be just as shocked as I was. Note
that I just said “development AND TESTING.” The testing part
of a new trading strategy is far more important than the develop‐
ment of it. You will see why in the chapters ahead.
Part 2 of this book is where we use the development and testing
steps that we learned in Part 1 and develop two complete algo‐
rithmic trading strategies from scratch with tutorials. The
remainder of Part 2 describes some of the software packages avail‐
able if you wanted to actually author and test your own strategies,
as well as a list of software vendors who publish solutions required
to process trading system rules, backtest strategies using historical
data, and place orders through a broker.
The reader should note that although some of the development
and testing steps presented in this book are quite technical, it is
not necessarily important to understand the exact mathematical
formulas that go into the calculations. My goal is to present algo‐
rithmic systems development to you in a way that allows you to
grasp the basic concept of what the technical steps are trying to
accomplish rather than precisely how they derive results.
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Part 3 of this book is where I get to tell you all about AlgoLab,
how it works, why it works, and how this new technology is
disrupting the tired and inefficient ways of Wall Street.
Mutual funds suck

I’m 56 years old. I would consider the last 17 years, since the turn
of the millennium the most productive years of my life, and the
years when the average working person has serious earning poten‐
tial and can sock money away for retirement. So for the last 17
years, I have been just pouring money into my retirement account,
the strategy of which is pretty simple: to invest in the broad stock
market like the S&P 500 stock index. Do you want to know what
my average annual return is on my money over the last 17 years?
2.776%
Surprised? So was I. Maybe you are in the same boat. True, there
were two big crashes in there: the dot-com crash of 2000, and the
financial crisis of 2008. This figure does not include stock divi‐
dends being reinvested... but still… 17 years!
So what about investing in mutual funds? Well, I did some
research, and it turns out, that mutual funds, in general, did far,
far worse than the overall stock market.
When it comes to mutual funds, I have a question.
It’s the very first question that comes to my mind when I consider
making an investment in a basket of stocks:
“If a percentage of my fees is being paid to an expert mutual fund
manager who is making investment decisions for the fund, then
how much better do mutual funds perform compared to the entire
universe of stocks they pick from?”
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I mean, you have got to think that overall, a professionally
managed mutual fund with highly paid, expert portfolio managers
and a crack staff of hundreds of professionals could easily beat the
overall performance of a monkey randomly throwing darts at a
stock list?
This question is more difficult to answer than I thought. I Googled
the question and it took me over an hour to find an answer. It was
easy finding “top 25” lists of the best mutual fund performances
for various time periods, and the returns were always impressive.
But that’s cherry-picking funds using 20/20 hindsight, and I want
to know what the overall long term average is for all funds - not
just this year’s top 10 performing funds.
I eventually found this rather shocking study by Dalbar published
in 2015 called the “Quantitative Analysis of Investor Behavior.”
The study found that the average mutual fund has underper‐
formed the broad market over all time frames in the study which
range from 1 to 30 years. Frankly this astonishing underperfor‐
mance should be easier to find. And I understand now, why the
investment industry would work so hard at hiding it. It is criminal
what the industry is doing to the little guys! They will charge you
money and will guarantee that they will underperform the market
they are investing your money in.
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According to this study, the average return from an equity fund
over the last 30 years is 3.79% whereas, the S&P 500 stock index
returned an average of 11.06% per year. That’s a 7% +
differential!
You can order the 2017 report from this link:
https://www.qaib.com
You can read the full 2016 report by Google searching “2016
QAIB study.” You’ll find dozens of links to the PDF report.
And about the monkeys… well, it turns out that monkeys throwing
darts at a stock chart actually DID beat the market. According to a
study published in Forbes, 100 simulated monkeys throwing darts
at newspaper stock pages outperformed the S&P 500 stock index
by an average of 1.7% per year since 1964! What’s worse, is that
works out to an 8% per year improvement over the average mutual
fund managed by highly educated mutual fund managers!
http://www.forbes.com/sites/rickferri/2012/12/20/any-monkeycan-beat-the-market/#58db67fe6e8b
Let me break it down for you:

Average annual return over 30 years:
Monkeys 12.7%
S&P stock index 11.06%
Mutual funds 3.7%

So what do you do? According to the S&P 500 Return Calculator
https://dqydj.com/sp-500-return-calculator/, the average total
return of the S&P 500 stock index including reinvested dividends
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over the last 17 years is a paltry 4.65% (January 1,2000 to January
1,2017), and only 2.7% not including dividends. And as I’ve
outlined above, mutual funds did worse - especially after consid‐
ering the typical fees.
You would have done much better with an investment into U.S.
government 10-year bonds which averaged 5.73% return per year
from 2000 to the end of 2016.
With these kinds of miserable returns, it’s no wonder 45% of all
working-age U.S. and Canadian households have no retirements
savings at all, according to a study done by the National Institute
on Retirement Security. In fact, when households with and
without retirement accounts are both included, the median retire‐
ment account balance is only $3,000 for all working-age house‐
holds and only $12,000 for near-retirement households.

TWO

ALGORITHMIC INVESTING - AN
ALTERNATIVE TO STOCKS

How I discovered algorithmic investing

I wasn’t at all surprised when my phone rang that morning in
1993, and the CEO from a Fortune 500 company based in New
Jersey on the other end of the line basically offered me millions of
dollars for my company.
My company, Image Club Graphics, had been doing well,
growing over 100% per year for the previous 10 years, and due to
recent shifts in the tech market, traditional software companies
were looking for content. In 1993 “content was king.” And we had
plenty of content.
Image Club developed a line of content software products for the
explosive new desktop publishing market. Our direct sales
catalog was mailed out to millions of subscribers every quarter.
We had a room filled with 1-800 phone operators standing by,
and happy to take customer orders for innovative products like
digital stock photography, digital fonts and digital clip art. In fact,
Image Club was the first company in the world to offer stock
photographic imagery on CD-ROM disc. I think we played a
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large role in what became an absolutely massive digital stock
photography industry.
This was circa 1993, way before the internet, and each day
Federal Express would back one of its semi-trailers into our
loading bay and load hundreds of software packages going out to
our customers across the U.S. and Canada.
To make a long story short, the deal with the Fortune 500
company never went through. They assigned some negotiation
expert lawyer and frankly, I just hated the guy. He used to pull
the long, uncomfortably awkward periods of silence on the phone
designed to intimidate me. So I made a few calls and found a
competitive bid, and then told the New Jersey company to take a
hike. I ended up selling Image Club to Adobe Systems.
Then I decided I’d had enough of phone calls and business meet‐
ings, and officially retired two years later to focus on my health
and raising our two young kids with my wife Helen.
Best decision I ever made! Over the next couple dozen years,
Helen and I traveled the world with the kids, I finished 12
Ironman races (Helen finished three!) including world champi‐
onships in Kona, Hawaii, about 100 marathons, a dozen 50-mile
ultra marathons, two 100-mile ultra marathons, and I set two
world records for distance traveled in 24 hours by human power.
Helen and I hiked across the U.K. then hiked across Spain. Then
we hiked across Spain two more times! We won our category in
the world’s longest non-stop river race by paddling our kayak 41.5
hours non-stop down the Missouri River from Kansas City to St.
Louis. The list of our adventures over the years goes on and on. If
you are interested in reading more, I keep a blog at
www.adventuresofgreg.com
The “big picture” investing view looked grim
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Since selling my company in 1994, the last 22 or so years have
been pretty incredible thanks to a steady stream of “just enough”
income from investments making our carefully planned life of “do
what we want” to actually happen.
I’m lucky, that’s true. But, I’m also very glad that I am as prag‐
matic as I am because I think in retrospect, I made the right
general investment decision that enabled us to live off of our
investments. And continue to.
So what do you do when you get a big cheque, and decide that you
want to try to live off of what it earns you rather than stay in the
work-force? Well, I always thought that you just invest it all in the
stock market. You can’t go wrong investing in stocks, right? So,
being the way I am, I started to research that to find out for myself
if that was the way to go. So, I took a much closer look at the
history of the stock market. What I found was shocking. I found,
for example, that back in 1994, there was a 16 year period that
would not have returned a single penny from stock investments!
Sixteen years of nothing from 1966 to 1983. In fact, there was one
period in there from 1973 to 1975 where the market lost 46% of
its value, and of course the 1987 stock market crash that saw the
markets lose 41% of its value.
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Frankly that scared me. In my mind, if it happened in the past, it
could happen again in the future – or worse. Was there a chance
that if I invested my nest egg in stocks, we could go through a 16year period – or longer – where the income from my stock invest‐
ments was zero? Or worse, what was the chance that I could lose
46% of my net worth? That was unacceptable.
And in retrospect, there were indeed two subsequent periods as
we all know where the stock market DID In FACT DROP
around 40%!

2000 to 2003 = -38%
2007 to 2009 = -54%

So instead, I ended up instructing my financial advisor to invest
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our funds in a mix of government long-term bonds with a very
small amount reserved for more speculative trading activities.
Good thing I did that because looking back, the average return
from stock fund investments over the last 20 years according to
the Dalbar study has been 5.4%. That’s not terrible, and an invest‐
ment in the general stock market would have done slightly better
than that, but that includes two devastating periods of horrific
losses that would have amounted to nearly HALF my net worth.
As it turned out, my investment advisor and I have managed an
overall average return of just under 8% with far, far lower risk, and
a much smoother equity curve without the slit your wrist, jump
out of a window stock market crashes.
This period of research into the stock market back in 1994 also
introduced me to the world of systematic trading. Since I am a
geek at heart, I took to it like a duck to water.
I bought all the newest greatest trading and analysis software
packages (remember, this was 1994, and greatest and newest was
delivered to you on dozens of floppy disks that ran exclusively on
an IBM 386 computer). I dug deep into expert systems, genetic
algorithms, neural networks and even started to write my own
trading system development platform. I started to devote a very
small portion of my capital to more speculative trading activities
based on the systematic trading methodologies that I developed.
Fast forward to 2017 and here we are sitting at an all-time stock
market high poised a precarious nine years since the last major
stock market crash of 2008. This is especially scary since the
average frequency of a bull market is every 3.4 years. The last
bear market ended in March 2009, over seven years ago. We are
not only due, we are well OVERDUE.
2017 also ushers in a technical era where inexpensive cloud
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computing utilizing massive processing power is generally avail‐
able, and was virtually unheard of previously. And access to
incredible number crunching, automation and artificial intelli‐
gence tools is at our fingertips.
2017 is also the year when I finally decided to roll my 20 years of
trading system development education and experience into a fully
automated systematic trading platform that anyone can invest
with. I call it AlgoLab http://www.theAlgoLab.com. I’ll tell you
more about AlgoLab a bit later, but first I’ll explain what system‐
atic trading is all about.
What is Algorithmic Trading?

Algorithmic trading is a way of defining trade goals, risk controls
and rules that can make investment and trading decisions in a
methodical way. Systematic trading usually includes full or partial
automation using computers.
Systematic trading is also known as:
Mechanical trading
Algorithmic trading
Technical trading
Automated trading
Trading robots
Automated trading advisor
Black-box trading
Algo-trading
Quantitative trading
Quant trading
Fundamental vs technical analysis
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Regarding speculating on a financial instruments (investing, or
trading), there are two schools of thought: fundamental analysis
and technical analysis. Typically, technical analysis is used in a
systematic trading system, whereas fundamental analysis is used
to make investment decisions for most mutual funds and stock
portfolios.
If you speculate that the price of crude oil will soon increase due
to your analysis that the future levels of demand will outstrip
future levels of supply, then you are conducting a fundamental
analysis of the crude oil market. If you believe that an uptrend can
be identified using historical price data for the crude oil market,
and that this uptrend will continue into the future, then you can
take a speculative long position to profit from that continued
trend. This is technical analysis.
And when you break it all down, prices change for only one
reason: human emotion. Just because there is a shortage of supply,
doesn’t necessarily mean that the price should be higher... it’s
human emotion that drives the price higher because people
compete with each other over who will be able to acquire limited
supplies of oil. Fear and greed emotions drive prices both higher
and lower.
Market technicians believe that market emotion can be measured
in the actual price data – .ie., by identifying a trend. And funda‐
mentalists believe that market emotion can be determined by
following the news events that affect supply and demand which in
turn affect price.
All technical price indicators have fundamental causes. For exam‐
ple, a trend that can be measured by steady price increases over a
period of time can be explained by how trends develop. There is
evidence that these technical trend-following techniques have
been used for at least a hundred years (read AQR’s report “A
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Century of Evidence on Trend-Following”), and I believe that
there are logical fundamental reasons why trends develop first in
smaller time frames, then over time expand out to longer time
frames. A good example is how insiders close to the oil cartel
might have early indications of supply tightening, and take long
positions which spark the start of an uptrend on intraday price
charts. Then, industry followers get wind of supply tightening and
they start to accumulate positions which in turn causes an
uptrend which can be found in daily price charts. Systematic
traders may take notice of the daily trend at this point and start to
buy new highs. News about the supply tightening is broadcast to
fund managers who start to buy and in turn cause an uptrend to
develop in a weekly price chart. And the cycle continues…
Since the obvious major advantage of technical analysis (system‐
atic trading) over fundamental analysis is the fact that systematic
trading can be automated, and fundamental trading can’t, I am
going to focus on providing statistical evidence that technical
analysis can be predictive, and therefore a profitable speculative
activity.
Systematic returns beat the stock market
hands down
Historically, there is plenty of evidence that systematic trading
methodologies outperform mutual funds. Consider this list of
systematic hedge funds, and their average annual returns
compared to the major stock market index:
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*S&P 500 index returns calculated from https://dqydj.com/sp-500return-calculator/
Here is a list of links to these funds and indexes:
Dunn Composite
Mulvaney Capital
Abraham Trading company
Chesapeake
Drury Diversified
Eckhardt trading
Hawksbill Diversified
Andreas Clenow Plunge trender
Andreas Clenow 12M-Momentum
Andreas Clenow Core Trend
Andreas Clenow Counter Trender
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Andreas Clenow Momentum Equities
Andreas Clenow Abs Momentum Equities
AlgoLab SuperSystem (theoretical)
AlgoLab SuperSystem (actual)
Euerka Hedge trend following indexBarclay Hedge systematic
Index
THREE REASONS WHY ALGORITHMIC TRADING WORKS

Based on my extensive experience developing and trading auto‐
mated algorithmic trading systems, in my opinion, there are basi‐
cally three key factors so to why this trading approach consistently
generates profits.
1. A small technical “edge,” when repeated enough times
can generate more profit than random trade entries
would generate. Typically, the types of methodologies
that do consistently work, and are statistically not curvefitted (see section on Monte Carlo testing), are generally
profitable only about 40% of the time with resulting 60%
of the trades being losing trades. However, the average
profit from a winning trade is typically double the
average of a losing trade – thereby making this approach
profitable over time and many, many trades.
2. Leveraging the technical “edge” by trading many noncorrelated markets simultaneously creates a profitable
system with lower drawdowns than trading a single
market. Generally, when trading most algorithmic
systems on a single market, the size of the average
drawdown does not make the strategy worth trading due
to its inherent risk. However, each time a non-correlated
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(or less correlated) symbol is added to the portfolio, the
average drawdown as compared to the total profit is
drastically reduced thereby producing a smoothly
upward sloping equity curve. Below are four equity
curves (profit and loss) that show the effect of adding
non-correlated markets to the same system:

SuperSystem backtest using “ES” symbol

SuperSystem backtest using “ES,” and “GC”
symbols
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SuperSystem backtest using “ES,” “GC,” and
“CL” symbols

SuperSystem backtest using 19 symbols

3. A lower drawdown to profit ratio can be also be
achieved by adding non-correlated algorithmic strategies
to the trading system in a similar way that adding non
correlated markets accomplishes the same smooth equity
curve.
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THREE

HOW TO DEVELOP AN ALGORYTHMIC
TRADING SYSTEM

So let’s assume that you have some savings, and you, like me, are a
bit frustrated with the lackluster returns from your stock market
and mutual fund investments. Or perhaps you own a government
bond, and aren’t jumping up and down with joy about your 2%
annual interest income. And, by now, perhaps I have piqued your
interest in algorithmic investing. But how do you actually do it?
Any of these three ways, as I see it:
1. You could invest in one of the hedge funds that I listed in
the previous chapter, but you would probably require at
least a half million dollars and qualify as a “sophisticated
investor” with a net worth of over 1 million dollars. Also
some of those funds are foreign, and you may not be
legally allowed to make an investment. Please check with
your local regulatory agency.
2. You could do it all yourself by purchasing the trading
system development software that I talk about later on in
this book, and launching yourself on a very long learning
curve to algorithmic nerddom. Just like I did. It only took
me 25 years.
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3. The easiest and most automated solution to algorithmic
investment returns is to do it yourself the easy way by
subscribing to AlgoLab Automated Trading software.
(Sorry for the blatant software pitch, but that’s kinda one
of the reasons I wrote this book.)
What follows is a thorough rundown of what I have learned about
how to design a profitable algorithmic trading system. More
importantly, what follows is how to test that your system isn’t
curve-fitted. I’ll talk a lot more about curve-fitting later, but for
now, think of it like running a million random trading strategies,
then just picking the most profitable strategy and thinking you are
a genius who just invented the holy grail. Don’t laugh, people do
this all of the time.
But like I said, AlgoLab has some pretty amazing trading algo‐
rithms built in, and we have done all of the testing and automation
programming for you. But, feel free to use any of the following
trading strategies, and development / testing methods on your
own if you so desire.
The four key steps to the development of an automated trading
system are:
1. A hypothesis based on the observation of price action of
all traded markets is formed.
2. A set of rules is developed that fully describes the
hypothesis, and then coded into a computer application.
3. The trading system rules and parameters are back tested
and optimized using historical price data, then the top
performing set of variables are selected from the
optimization for real-time trading.
4. If the trading system with best performing variables set
meets minimum profitability and loss requirements, the
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trading system development variables optimization
method is tested for statistical significance and to rule
out curve-fitting with a Monte Carlo test.
The best way to teach how to properly develop and test an algo‐
rithmic trading system is to actually develop one. So the
remainder of Part 1 of this book will take the reader through all
four of the development and testing stages. Then, in Part 2 we will
take what we have learned about the four steps and proceed to
develop two more trading strategies.
Do investors buy stocks during a full moon?

Yes you read that correctly – the moon phase, or “lunar phase,” as
in the word “lunatic” from Latin luna, is the belief that changes of
the moon causes intermittent insanity. If it is true that the lunar
phase may cause even slight changes in human psychology, then
we should be able to find evidence of this in stock price data.
Following our four steps indicated above, let’s start with some
casual observations of price action and the phases of the moon and
then attempt to describe with a set of rules that can be tested on
historical price data.
In the past, I have observed that stock prices may tend to go up
during a full moon, and down during a new moon. This may
sound silly, but I think this serves as a very good example of how
to go about developing and testing a trading system to make sure
that it is predictive, and not just random nonsense. An algorithmic
trading system based on the phases of the moon will probably not
be predictive, but I haven’t ever tested it. Let’s see!
To do this analysis, we can use a simple spreadsheet program.
There are also a number of other software packages that make
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doing this kind of technical analysis possible, and I’ll talk about
those a bit later. For this book, I’ll be writing and testing the
trading strategies using some custom software that I developed.
So, we have our hypothesis about lunar phases being correlated
with stock prices which is step number one from our four-step list.
Now we need to develop a set of rules that can be tested. But first,
let’s define what a “lunar phase” is. We will make two scales to
define a lunar phase:
FULL moon scale: plot the full lunar phase from
new moon to full moon, to new moon on a scale from 0
to 1 (a full moon would be “.5” on this scale with the new
moon being at 0 and 1).
NEW moon scale: plot the full lunar phase from full
moon to new moon, to full moon on a scale from 0 to 1 (a
new moon would be “.5” on this scale with the full moon
being at 0 and 1).

Full moon and New moon scales
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Lunar Phase Trading System Rules:

1. Buy if the FULL moon scale is equal to .5 (we are
predicting prices will go UP if lunar phase is near the
“full” phase, as per my casual observations).
2. Sell short if the NEW moon scale is equal to .5 (we are
predicting prices will go DOWN if lunar phase is near
the “NEW” phase).
3. Exit any long or short positions using a trailing stop that
follows the market by 8 standard deviations of returns of
the last 200 price bars. I’ll explain a trailing stop and
standard deviations of returns later in this chapter, but
all that you really have to understand about how all
trades in this book are exited is that after a trade is
entered, an exit order (an order to close your trade) is
entered at “x distance” below your entry point. “x
distance” is always one of the adjustable variables in
each system that we will be developing. This “stop”
order is increased as your trade earns profit, and stays the
same if your trade profit reduces. Essentially, if you are
long and price is moving up, then your closing order
(your “stop”) moves up with price, always staying at least
“x” distance below your maximum profit. When price
starts to move down, it will eventually hit your exit
“stop” and your trade is then closed.
4. The financial instrument that I’m going to test this
system on is a continuous S&P 500 E mini futures
contract from 2007 to 2016. This is the S&P 500 stock
index.
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Backtesting Settings

Before we get into the backtesting results, I would like to define
some of the terms used for this backtest and development of all
trading systems and tests in this book.
Development and backtesting software I have used my
own development system to conduct all of the backtests in this
book. This can also be done by using a spreadsheet program like
Excel or Google Sheets, or any of a number of specific trading
systems development software packages available which I discuss
more in Part 2.
Markets I have chosen the futures markets as the exclusive asset
class to conduct the trading system tests in the book.
A futures market is different from a stock in that you don’t actu‐
ally “buy” or “own” anything when you enter into a long trade.
With a stock, you actually buy the stock, then sell it later for a
higher or lower price realizing a profit or a loss. With futures, you
enter into a contract with a counter party which is facilitated by
the futures exchange. Your account is credited with a profit or loss
after you close your trade depending on your “bias” (i.e. if you
bought a contract or sold a contract short) and the price difference
between when you entered and exited the trade. I’ve simplified
the definition of a futures contract, but essentially, that’s all there
is to it.
To put this another way, if you intend to speculate that crude oil
will go up in price between now, and 2 hours from now, you
simply buy 1 crude oil futures contract. When you sell the
contract in 2 hours, your profit will equal the amount of points
that the price of crude oil contract moved between your entry
point and exit point 2 hours later, times the point value for the
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crude oil contract. Each futures market has a unique point value
specification defined in the contract for that market. The crude oil
contract is worth $1000 per point. So, if you bought 1 contract of
crude oil at $40 and sold 2 hours later at $41, that would equal
$1000 in profits. If crude oil closed at $39, 2 hours after you
bought it, $1000 would be deducted from your account.
If your bias was short - that is, if you speculated that crude oil was
going to reduce in price, then you would sell 1 contract of crude
oil. If the price of crude oil went down, and you exited your
contract at a lower price, then your account would be credited
$1000 per point difference between your entry price, and the
lower exit price.
You do require a certain amount of capital deposited in your
account in order to enter into a long or short contract for a futures
market, but futures are also highly leveraged which means essen‐
tially that we are able to capitalize on very small price moves. This
use of leverage in the futures markets also makes it much easier to
control how much leverage we use when trading, and therefore
have better control of our risk.
We use continuous futures contract data for all symbols in the
backtests. Futures markets are comprised of individual contracts
with predetermined expiry dates. A trade will consist of a number
of contracts that have expiry dates at some point in the future.
When a contract expires, a new contract is started. The contin‐
uous history of a futures symbol’s price is made possible by joining
the individual contracts together. There are various methods to
join contracts together. The joining method used in the historical
price data used for backtests in this book is called “continuous
back adjusted.”
Capital and risk The amount of capital traded in this back‐
test, and all backtests and optimizations in this book is
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$1,000,000. I have also used a standard risk value of .1 which is
the percentage (% / 100) of the capital ($1,000,000) risked per bar
considering the time frame being tested. The risk value is used to
determine how many contracts to trade based on the capital avail‐
able. A higher risk value will trade more contracts which could
result in higher profits, but also higher losses. A lower risk value
could result in lower profits, but also smaller losses.
For example: with $100,000 of capital and using a risk value of
1%, where the average standard deviation of true range for the
Emini contract is 1 point, the calculation for number of contracts
to trade would be as follows:

((risk/100) * capital) / (standard deviation * ES pt val)
or,
((.1/100) * 100000) / (1 * 25) = 4 contracts.

Standard deviation is the average amount that price deviates from
it’s mean over a specified period.
Using risk to determine the number of contracts to trade will help
ensure that all markets contribute equally to profit and loss. For
example, if we always traded one contract of crude oil which
might fluctuate by $1000 in a typical five-minute period, and one
contract of Emini (S&P 500 stock index) which might fluctuate by
$100 in a typical five-minute period, then 90% of our resulting
profit or loss over time will be the result of the crude oil trades
only.
The backtesting methodology that I use here and as well as in
AlgoLab’s auto trading software automatically adjusts the number
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of contracts traded per symbol depending on the current market
volatility, the point value for the symbol being traded, and the risk
setting.
Trading costs I have not deducted trading costs such as
brokerage fees and slippage from the results in backtests in
this book.
Long/short bias All backtests conducted in this book, and as
well, all AlgoLab systems are “bias neutral ” which means that for
every rule that will trigger a long trade (buy), there is an exact
opposite rule that will trigger a short trade (sell short).
For example, if we had a rule to buy ES when it makes a new 20
period high, then we would also have a reciprocal rule to sell ES
short when it makes a new 20 period low.
Entry order types Typically, new trades are transmitted as
“stop limit” orders, which is an order to buy or sell at a price that is
currently away from the market and will be activated once the
market reaches this price level. Stop limit orders can only be filled
at the stop limit price or better, but never worse. For buying, these
stop limit order prices are always ABOVE the current market. For
example, a trend line BREAK system trade might have a down
trending trend line and a stop limit trade entry price that is
ABOVE the current price and would be triggered if price were to
touch the trend line, or the stop limit price.
Trade exits All trades in AlgoLab software and as well, this
book are trailing stop orders. A trailing stop is designed to protect
gains by enabling a trade to remain open and continue to profit as
long as the price is moving in the right direction, but closing the
trade if the price changes direction by a specified amount. So that
the stop distance remains consistent over various symbols and
varying volatility levels, the specified trailing stop distance used in
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all trades is a number of standard deviations of the returns of the
last 200 bars.

Trailing stop exit

Lunar Phase Trading System Backtesting Results
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Equity curve for Lunar phase system single symbol historical
backtest

The historical backtesting results of our lunar phase system is not
profitable, as you can clearly see on the above equity curve plot.
The lunar phase values, and trailing stop amount and resulting
metrics of this failing system are below:
Var1 (buy full moon) = .5
Var2 (sell new moon) = .5
Trailing stop = 8
Profit = -$166,275
Percent winning trades = 36%
Number of trades = 1704
Pain/gain % = 680%
Average trade = -$6
Profit factor = 0.97
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Optimizing Variables

What would happen if we tested a different trailing stop amount?
How would changes in the exact lunar phase change the results?
These questions are easily answered with a “variables optimiza‐
tion.” This is where we back test our lunar phase trading system
using a variety of different trailing stop values, and lunar phase
values, then select the best performing set of variables.
So what exactly is the “best” performing set of variables? What
metric should we use to separate a performing variable set from an
non-performing variable set?
Selection metrics are typically:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Profit
Pain/gain %
Average trade
Number of trades
Percent winning trades
Profit factor

Profit When trading futures, profit is only the profit or loss
resulting from your capital specified, and does NOT include that
original capital amount. i.e., the performance metrics do not
include the effect of compounding returns, and do not include the
original investment capital of $1,000,000.
Selecting the highest profit set of variables after optimization is
the most common variable selection metric used. And it makes
sense because because at the end of the day, this is the entire point
of a trading system – to earn a profit. The idea being that a more
profitable system is better than a less profitable system.
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If we are using profit as our yardstick for determining which vari‐
ables to use, we should also consider a benchmark. The point to a
trading system is to earn a profit – to make money. It should make
more money than zero, but if we are designing a trading system
that trades stocks, certainly it should be more profitable than
simply investing in the general stock market. In this case, we
would want to make sure that our trading system earned more
profit than the S&P 500 stock index average because if not, it
would be far easier to simply invest in a stock index ETF than to
take the time and effort to develop and trade a technical trading
system.
In the case of a trading system which trades futures and commodi‐
ties, which is the asset class that we are using in this book, we can’t
use the stock index as our benchmark. And since our systems
always are long/short symmetrical. i.e., logic for a long trade is the
same as in logic for a short trade, but inverse, resulting in an equal
number of long AND short trades for every market, we can’t use a
commodities index because it merely reflects the market value of a
basket of various commodities.
So I believe the benchmark for futures long/short symmetrical
systems should be a return that makes the effort of developing and
the risk of trading the system worthwhile. At least more than a 30year government bond would pay – because it might be easier to
simply buy a 30-year bond. At the very minimum, our system
should perform better than a random guess at either buying or
selling our basket of futures markets. And developing a trading
system that outperforms this “better than random” benchmark is a
lot more difficult than it would seem, and actually is a very impor‐
tant consideration. We will talk about this much more later on in
the book.
Mostly for purposes of keeping it simple, we will be using the
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highest profit as the selection metric for the trading systems that
we are developing in the tutorials in this book.
Pain/gain % Although the whole point of developing a trading
system may seem like it is to earn a better profit than random, or a
government bond, in actuality, using strictly profit isn’t really the
best selection metric. This is because we must consider the poten‐
tial of LOSS along with the potential for profit. It is usually better
to earn a lower profit that incurs lower drawdowns (losses) than it
is to earn a higher profit that incurred higher drawdowns (losses).
All trading systems will go through drawdown periods. A draw‐
down is the maximum peak-to-trough decline in a backtest. It is
measured from the time an equity curve reaches a new high, to
when it reaches the lowest low before starting to increase in value
again.
The S&P 500 stock index incurred a drawdown of 58% in 2008:
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S&P 500 index 2008 drawdown of 58%

Although the S&P 500 index eventually went on to post a gain in
2013, your account would have suffered this 58% drawdown first.
A trading system that earns the same gain as the S&P 500 did by
2013 but does not suffer a huge drawdown, is simply a far better
system because there is lower risk. If our backtest has measured a
potential for a 58% drawdown in the past, then there is always
that potential for a drawdown at least that high in the future.
The pain/gain percentage metric is calculated by the maximum
drawdown over the entire testing period divided by the maximum
profit generated by the system. This is my favorite method of
quantifying a system’s performance, as the amount of profit that a
system generates is less important than how much risk is assumed
in order to generate that profit. Generally, the lower this pain/gain
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percentage, the BETTER the system performance is – that is, the
lower this number is, the less risk is assumed per dollar of profit.
Percent winning trades This is the percentage of winning
trades. Note that the most profitable trading systems usually have
a winning percentage of LESS THAN 50%. The strategies are
profitable because the average winning trades are much greater
than the average losing trades. A more important metric to
consider is percentage of winning MONTHS or YEARS, not
percentage of winning trades. In fact, percent winning trades is
never even a consideration for me when evaluating the perfor‐
mance of a trading system.
Average trade This is the average amount of profit or loss per
trade. This is a consideration because it is generally better to have
higher average trade profits because your trade costs like slippage
and brokerage fees represent a smaller portion of your trade profit.
If your average trade profit is very small, and you have underesti‐
mated your trading costs, then it is possible for those costs to
consume all of your profits when trading your system in real-time.
A higher average trade profit ensures that even if our trade costs
are higher than expected, those costs should be a smaller
percentage of your total profit per trade.
Number of trades is the total number of trades over the time
period that this system generated. This is important because a
high number of trades conducted in your backtest means that your
backtest results are more statistically significant. For example, if
your system generated 100% winning trades with 1 million dollars
in profit and no drawdowns with a single trade, this could easily
be due to chance. Whereas, if your backtest included 1000 trades
and generated the same result, it would be the holy grail.
Profit Factor is the ratio of the net profit versus the net loss.
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This ratio shows by how much the profit exceeded the loss. A
value greater than 1 means the strategy has generated more profits
than losses.
Let’s get back to that variables optimization for our lunar phase
trading system with 3 additional tests; the first with an expanded
set of variable settings for the lunar phase and exit conditions,
and then test 2 where we will conduct a variables optimization
using an expanded library of 5 different futures markets rather
than just the S&P 500 index. Then we will conclude Part 1 of
this book with a 3rd test where that includes all 19 futures
markets.
The results may surprise you!

TEST #1 Lunar phase single symbol

For the LunarPhase system, let’s expand the variables by using .1
to .9 degrees of full moon lunar phase for a buy signal (.1 and .9
are close to new moon phases, and .5 is full moon phase), and .1 to
.9 degrees of new moon lunar phase for a sell signal (.1 and .9 are
close to full moon phases, and .5 is new moon phase). And to exit
the trades, we will optimize 2,4,6 and 8 standard deviations of the
last 200 bars for a trailing stop.
An example of the variables optimization process in this case is
each permutation of variables shown below is tested on the histor‐
ical price data for the 60 minute ES continuous contract from
2007 to 2017:
1. Test buy if full moon = .1, sell short if new moon = .1,
hold trade for 2 units of trailing stop, then record profits.
2. Test buy if full moon = .2, sell short if new moon = .1,
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2. Test buy if full moon = .2, sell short if new moon = .1,
hold trade for 2 units of trailing stop, then record profits.
3. Test buy if full moon = .3, sell short if new moon = .1,
hold trade for 2 units of trailing stop, then record profits.
4. etc…
Repeat the above optimization steps 846 times (9 x 9 x 4 = 846),
each time recording the resulting profit. Then sort the profits
descending, and select the variables set that was responsible for
the highest profit. This will be considered the “best” variables set.
As I mentioned before, it is possible to do a variables optimization
backtest using a spreadsheet like Excel or Google Sheets (Google
search “backtesting excel”), but it is probably easier to purchase a
software package that is designed specifically for trading systems
backtesting and optimization.
Variables optimization:

Dates: 1/1/2007 to 1/1/2017
Symbols: ES
Resolution: 60 minutes
System name: LunarPhase
Var1 buy lunar phase (full moon = .5) :
.1,.2,.3,.4,.5,.6,.7,.8,.9
Var2 sell lunar phase (new moon = .5) :
.1,.2,.3,.4,.5,.6,.7,.8,.9
Trailing stop = 2,4,6,8
Best profit from optimization:
Var1 = .9
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Var2 = .7
Trailing stop = 4
Profit = $490,975
Percent winning trades = 39%
*Number of trades = 1830
Pain/gain % = 22%
**Average trade = $32
Profit factor = 1.19
** “Average trade” refers to the average profit per contract traded,
not the average profit per trade. This is important because we
always want to ensure that our average trade profit is greater than
the costs required per contract traded. A single trade may include
more than a single contract.
* “Number of trades” refers to the number of individual trades
generated, not the total number of contracts traded.
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Equity curve for Lunar phase system single symbol historical
backtest

This is quite surprising, as the equity curve looks pretty smooth
and upward sloping at a 45 degree angle. The highest profit was
$490,975 from all 324 permutations of full moon variable, new
moon variable and trailing stop (9 x 9 x 4), resulted when we
bought during a full moon of “.9” which happens to be very close
to a new moon, and sold short during a new moon of “.7,” which is
about 1 week after the new moon. The most profitable stop vari‐
able was 4 standard deviations trailing stop.
We have just completed the first 3 of 4 steps to the development
of an automated trading system:
1. A hypothesis was formed based on the observation of
price action of the ES futures contract and lunar phase.
2. A set of rules was developed that fully describes when to
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buy and sell an ES futures contract during various lunar
phases.
3. The trading system rules and variables (full lunar phases,
new lunar phases, and trailing stop units) were back
tested and optimized using ES historical price data, then
the “best” (most profitable) set of variables were selected
from the optimization.
Now we need to test our strategy for statistical significance and to
rule out curve-fitting with a Monte Carlo simulation.
Testing for curve-fitting

At first glance, it may appear like we actually have a profitable,
predictive algorithmic trading system that buys and sells ES
futures close to a new moon, then holds the trades until a 4 stan‐
dard deviation trailing stop is hit. But, how do we know that we
haven’t just found 3 coincidental variable values that just happen
to result in a profitable backtest for the historical data that we have
used? It seems to me that given enough variables to test in a
computer optimization, it should be pretty likely that we could
find some combination of variables that produce a profit – through
no algorithmic wizardry on our part aside from mere random
chance.
The problem that I just defined is called “curve-fitting. ” curvefitting is the process of constructing a mathematical function (a
curve), that has a good fit to a series of data points (the historical
price data). In our LunarPhase trading system case, we have prob‐
ably constructed this function:
1. Buy when full moon is .9,
2. Sell when new moon is .7
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3. Hold all trades until 4 stdev stop is hit
which happens to have a good fit to the 60 minute resolution
historical price data for the S&P 500 continuous futures contract
going back to 2007. It has a good fit because when we apply those
exact rules to the historical price data, we earn a good profit.
The dangers of curve-fitting, are best illustrated by a curve-fitted
system called “The Redskins Rule. ”
The Redskins Rule
The “Redskins Rule ” is a lie, and every 4 years people use this
prediction methodology to bet money on who is going to win the
U.S. election. That is, until the year 2000 when the Redskins rule
failed for the first time in 70 years since the very first election
in 1940.
The Redskins Rule is a random relationship in which the results
of Redskins NFL games strongly correlate with results of subse‐
quent U.S. presidential elections. There is a high correlation
between the outcome of the last Washington Redskins home foot‐
ball game prior to the U.S. election and the outcome of the elec‐
tion. That correlation is when the Redskins win, the party of the
incumbent president retains the presidency; when the Redskins
lose, the opposition party wins. This coincidence successfully
predicted the result of every election from 1940 through 2000.
The Redskins rule is a curve-fitted lie. That is, that the mathemat‐
ical function (using winners of Redskins home games to predict
the U.S. election), has a good fit to a series of data points (historical
data including every single election and most recent Redskins
home game). Imagine a spreadsheet with each row being the
results of a U.S. election starting in 1940, and ending 15 rows
later with the year 2000 election (1 election each 4 years). The
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first column in each row is the “output column ” which is the
winner of that election – either “incumbent” or “opposition.” The
next number of columns in each row are the “input columns”
which can be any bit of data that you want. Say, the second
column is the number of that year’s most popular lipstick color,
the third column is the Alabama pick-3 lottery winning number,
the 4th column is the temperature at 9:00 am on the 243rd day of
that year in Biloxi, Mississippi, and the 5th column is the winner
of the last Redskins home game prior to the election. That’s a lot
of data, and it’s all totally unrelated to U.S. elections! But what do
you think the chances are, of finding a perfect predictor of U.S.
elections? We already know the answer, it’s the Redskins.
Take all of that data, and write a computer program to look for
correlations between the data in input columns 2 to 5, and the
output column 1 which is the winner of the U.S. election for that
year. The computer program, after crunching all the numbers may
spit out a prediction algorithm (a mathematical function) that if
you take the temperature in Biloxi (column #4) and divide that by
the winning lottery number (column 3), then take the 4th decimal
place of that result and if it’s an even number, then the algorithm
predicts that incumbent president’s party will win the election,
and if it’s an odd number, then the opposition party will win. And
perhaps using this temperature / lottery function, you may find
that it successfully predicted the winner of the U.S. election every
single time in 70 years.
What I am certain that you WILL find in this analysis, however, is
that the winner of the last Redskins home game prior to the elec‐
tion (data in column #5) predicted the winner of the U.S. election,
100% of the time. That’s a curve-fitted algorithm. And it’s a big lie
because we looked to the entire universe of spurious data to find a
data column that would predict the election winner.
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This might seem obvious to you, but it didn’t seem obvious to a lot
of others who were presented with the astonishing fact that this
Redskins rule NEVER FAILED, not even once in 70 years! I
mean, how could it NOT be a valid truth? The problem isn’t so
much with the Redskins function as it is with all of the other func‐
tions that were tested against election results that failed to accu‐
rately predict, and were therefore discarded. Given enough
columns of unrelated and possibly even random data, there is a
100% chance that you will find a perfectly correlated data set to
U.S. elections. That’s called curve-fitting.
There is an entire website devoted to spurious curve-fitted rela‐
tionships like the Redskins rule:
http://www.tylervigen.com/spurious-correlations
For example, the number of people who drowned falling into a
pool correlates with the number of films starring Nicolas Cage.
This does not mean that we should avoid swimming pools during
new releases of Nicolas Cage movies.
How do we know we are being lied to by curve-fitting? Probably
the most logical test is to ask the question: “does the relationship
make sense?” Could the winner of the last Redskins home game
possibly predict the U.S. election? Are they logically correlated in
any way? I think that answer in this case is no, but we can’t ever
know for sure. Maybe the psychology of the Redskins team
changes slightly if the U.S. population as a whole becomes dissat‐
isfied with the current administration. And perhaps this
psychology change enables improved performance for the team –
possibly even enough to win more games than usual. That could
be the case, but how can we know for sure? The answer can be
found in a story involving an old casino.
The Monte Carlo test
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Monte Carlo simulations are named after the Monte Carlo casino
in Monaco. Chance and random outcomes are central to the
Monte Carlo modelling technique, as they are to casino games.
The technique was developed by mathematician Stanislaw Ulam,
who worked on the Manhattan Project.
A Monte Carlo simulation simply asks the question: If
RANDOM data was substituted for the ACTUAL data in the
original predictive model, how many times would the random
simulation need to be repeated (each time using a new set of
random data) in order to find one outcome that achieves the best
result of the original predictive model?
To explain this better, lets use our election / Redskins hypothet‐
ical spreadsheet. In the Redskins model we found that each time
the Redskins won a home game prior to a U.S. election, the incum‐
bent party would win the election. To determine if this result has
possibly been curve-fitted, run a Monte Carlo simulation, and
REPLACE all of our spreadsheet data in input columns 2 to 5 (ie:
temperatures in Biloxi, Redskins home game outcomes, etc) with
RANDOM data. Then, run your computer application that looks
for correlations between our new random data columns, and
winners of each year’s election. When the computation is
complete, record the best result (how accurately did the best
random data column predict the election outcomes?). Now repeat
the entire Monte Carlo simulation again, this time, using newly
generated random numbers, and record the best outcome. Repeat
running new simulations until you achieve a result that is at least
as good as your observed Redskins model, which was 100% accu‐
rate in predictions.
Here is an example using our Redskins spreadsheet. Let’s assume
that the best result using the random Monte Carlo simulation
predicted 75% of the elections using column 3. Since the actual
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Redskins model predicted 100% of U.S. elections, we will need to
run our random Monte Carlo simulation again, this time using
new random numbers. Let’s assume the best result from the
second run returned 50% correct election predictions with
column 2. Continue to generate new random data, and run the
random Monte Carlo simulation until you achieve 100% correct
election predictions (which is the outcome of the actual Redskins
model) with any of the input columns.
How to interpret the results of the Monte Carlo test:
Generally, if the number of random Monte Carlo simulations
required to meet or beat your observed result is less than 30, then
you can assume that your actual result is probably the result of
curve-fitting, and you could be suspicious of its validity. If it takes
more than 30 random MC runs to find one run that is as good or
better than your actual model, then your model may be predictive.
To quantify the statistical significance of your observed result, you
can compute a Z score by subtracting the average return (profit)
from all of your Monte Carlo tests from your observed result, then
divide that by the standard deviation of returns from your Monte
Carlo tests. Generally, more Monte Carlo runs will result in a
more accurate Z score, but 30 should be the minimum number. If
your Z score is greater than 1.8, that is, if your observed result is
more than 1.8 standard deviations from chance expectation, then
your observed result would be considered statistically significant,
and not likely the result of random chance. The higher your Z
score, the less likely your observed result is the product of chance
expectation.
I have not actually done this, but I would assume that it would not
take very many random Monte Carlo runs in our Redskins spread‐
sheet to achieve 100% success in predicting U.S. elections. There‐
fore, according to Monte Carlo, the Redskins rule is curve-fitted.
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Applying the Monte Carlo simulation to determine if
the lunar phase trading system has been curve-fitted
Similar to the Redskins rule, trading systems that attempt to
predict when to buy or sell securities can easily be curve-fitted.
And if they are curve-fitted, they will do an amazing job of
predicting the historical data that they were developed using (i.e.,
Redskins 100% success predicting U.S. elections in the historical
data spreadsheet), but fail miserably when presented with new,
real data in the future (i.e., the Redskins rule started to fail in
2000, and since has become a useless predictor of U.S. elections).
In my opinion, this is the single biggest reason why some mechan‐
ical trading systems fail. It is because the system developer was
not aware of how likely it was that their system rules could be
curve-fitted to the historical data. The Monte Carlo test is the
ideal method to determine if your system rules and variables could
be the result of curve-fitting.
curve-fitting is the result of development with too few “degrees of
freedom.” DOF describes how easy it is for the optimization
engine to “find” combinations of variables in the trading system
rules that will predict the historical data.
For the Monte Carlo simulation test, we will repeat the exact
same lunar phase variable optimization process, but instead use
totally random price data. The idea is that if we are able to derive
a buy lunar phase / sell lunar phase / trailing stop combination
that is as profitable as our historical back test from optimization,
but using totally random price data, then we can assume that our
actual model is most probably curve-fitted.
In other words, if it is just as easy to find results by combining any
of our variables during optimization using RANDOM price data
that produces as much profit as our original optimization using
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REAL price data, then how valid could our REAL price data test
be? I myself wouldn’t risk any real capital on a bet like that! And
in case you are wondering, no, it is impossible to develop any
technical trading system that is profitable outside of chance
expectation using random data. If we can develop a profitable
system using random data, we can be assured that it is a random
outcome.
Alternate explanation. Monte Carlo simulations may be
difficult to understand, so I’ll provide a second attempt at
explaining why a Monte Carlo simulation is a valuable tool in
avoiding curve-fitting, and in determining if our trading strategy is
predictive.
If price data is random then it is not predictable. Unpredictability
is a key characteristic of random numbers. If price data is not
random, or even if there are periods of non-random behaviour in
otherwise random data, then it is predictable. It may not be 100%
predictable, but it will be more predictable than chance expecta‐
tion would permit.
A Monte Carlo test replaces a symbol’s historical price data with
random number data. This random data looks like the original
price data, but the up and down price fluctuations are completely
random.
If our variables optimization is able to achieve an equally prof‐
itable result using both the actual price data and the random price
data, then we can assume that either the actual price data is also
random, and therefore not predictable, or that our rules and associ‐
ated variables are meaningless (random), and therefore cannot
predict the actual price data.
A Monte Carlo test determines the statistical significance of our
best optimized result. It’s basically a value that can tell us the odds
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against chance that our best optimized result is due to chance
expectation.
Why not randomize the variables instead of the
price data?
The problem with randomizing the variables rather than the price
data is that sometimes values for one variable may be “contained”
or even partially contained by another variable, and replacing
both of those variables with random data during the Monte Carlo
simulation would invite additional opportunity to curve fit – and
that “opportunity” would not be available for the original variable
optimization.
For example, if our rule is to buy if price today is above price from
(Variable 1) days ago, and we use “1,2,4,8,16” as our values in
(Variable 1), then values “1,2,4,8” are “contained” in value “16,”
so optimizing for 1,2,4, and 8 are not really additional opportuni‐
ties to curve fit our rules to the historical data. Therefore, when
running a Monte Carlo simulation, you can’t allow the simulation
to replace all of these variables with random values. The Monte
Carlo simulation would be far more likely to curve fit the rules
and variable to the price data than the original back test optimiza‐
tion. If the price data was randomized rather than the variables,
then all of the containing relationships are maintained and passed
through to the Monte Carlo simulation.
Why “out of sample” testing doesn’t work
Traditionally trading system development was (and still is)
conducted using “in sample” and “out of sample” data. The devel‐
oper writes trading rules and optimizes variables using a partial set
of data (in sample) with another partial set of data (out of sample)
that is set aside and used later for testing.
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After the “best performing” variable set is determined from the insample optimization, the developer tests the rules and best vari‐
ables set on the “out-sample” data set and if the results are posi‐
tive, then he can assume that he didn’t curve fit the variables to the
original in-sample data.
For example, optimize a trading system using price data from
1/1/2007 to 1/1/2014 (in sample), then test the best performing
set of variables on unseen data from 1/2/2014 to 1/1/2017 (out
of sample).
It is my opinion that if you are using Monte Carlo testing, you
don’t need to run an out of sample test, and in fact, your results
will be far less reliable than the Monte Carlo test.
The reason is this: The only thing a failed out of sample test tells
you is that you have probably curve-fitted your variables optimiza‐
tion on the in sample data. If this is the case, then the Monte
Carlo test would have clearly illustrated this in the first place. So
therefore, if you are doing a Monte Carlo test, there is no reason to
conduct an out of sample test.
The biggest problem with out of sample tests is typically if they
fail, the developer goes back to the original rules, and changes
them, then re-conducts the in sample optimization along with a
follow-up out of sample confirmation test. He/she repeats this
process until they find a profitable out of sample result. This
circular process ultimately results in a totally curve-fitted system
thereby totally defeating the purpose of the out of sample test!
Lets get back to our lunar phase strategy, and run a Monte Carlo
simulation on our optimization method to see if has been curvefitted. My expectation is that it is curve-fitted and the Monte
Carlo test should confirm that.
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LUNAR PHASE SINGLE SYMBOL Monte Carlo SIMULATION
RESULTS

Portfolio: ES
Backtest dates: 1/1/2007 to 1/1/2017
Resolution: 60 minute bars
# Monte Carlo runs = 30
ave mc = $397,600
st dev = 107750
diff = 92318
Z score = 0.86
ANALYSIS

Since Z score is only .86, as expected, curve-fitting is likely, there‐
fore this Lunar Phase system is probably not predictive.

TEST #2 LUNARPHASE 5 SYMBOLS

Let’s not write off lunar phase as a valid, predictive indicator just
yet. Let’s continue with lunar phase, but this time add 4 more
symbols to the portfolio to test, and as well, we will reduce the
lunar phase and trailing stop variables to help expand degrees of
freedom and hopefully avoid curve-fitting. We are going to test 5
symbols: ES,GC,EUR,CL,ZW (S&P 500 index, Gold, Euro
currency, crude oil, Wheat).
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VARIABLES OPTIMIZATION:

Dates: 5/1/2008 to 1/1/2017
Symbols: ES,GC,ZW,CL,EUR
Resolution: 60 minutes
System name: LunarPhase
Var1 buy lunar phase (full moon = .5) : .1,.3,.5,.7,.9
Var2 sell lunar phase (new moon = .5) : .1,.3,.5,.7,.9
Trailing stop = 2,4,6
Best profit from optimization:
Var1 = .9
Var2 = .7
Stop = 6
Profit = $1,551,493
Percent winning trades = 39%
Number of trades = 4073
Pain/gain % = 14%
Average trade = $58
Profit factor = 1.18
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Equity curve for Lunar phase system 5 symbol historical
backtest

The equity curve resulting from the best performing set of vari‐
ables looks impressive with a very low Pain/gain risk-reward
percentage of 14%, and a fairly smooth upward sloping equity
curve. Let’s see if it passes the Monte Carlo test.
MONTE CARLO SIMULATION

# Monte Carlo runs = 30
ave mc = 801634
st dev = 216040
diff =749858
Z score = 3.47
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ANALYSIS

Wow. This was unexpected! We have a highly significant Z
score of 3.47 indicating that the correlation between lunar
phase and price direction for our basket of 5 futures contracts is
most certainly not random. Also what is very surprising, is that the
best optimized buy and sell lunar phase variables were exactly the
same values as our previous ES only test. Hmm….

TEST #3 LUNARPHASE 19 SYMBOLS

To expand the “degrees of freedom” which will help our optimiza‐
tion to not curve fit the variables to the historical data we can
either ADD more historical data, or reduce the number of vari‐
ables / rules. Or both. This will have the effect of forcing the
trading system to be more “robust” , or “general,” and less specific
and less sensitive to specific variable values.
Let’s continue with LunarPhase trading system, but this time let’s
add all 19 symbols to the portfolio to test, and we will keep the
variables to our low number.
VARIABLES OPTIMIZATION:

Dates: 5/1/2008 to 1/1/2017
Symbols:
ZW,ZS,ZC,ZM,ES,YM,NQ,NKD,GC,HG,PL,
EUR,GBP,CHF,AUD,JPY,CL,RB,HO,NG
Resolution: 60 minutes
System name: LunarPhase
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Var1 buy lunar phase (full moon = .5) : .1,.3,.5,.7,.9
Var1 sell lunar phase (new moon = .5) : .1,.3,.5,.7,.9
Trailing stop = 2,4,6
Best profit from optimization:
Var1 = .9
Var2 = .7
Stop = 6
Profit = $4,757,533
Percent winning trades = 39%
Number of trades = 15847
Pain/gain % = 19%
Average trade = $39
Profit factor = 1.14
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Equity curve for Lunar phase system 19 symbol historical
backtest

Again, our best performing variables produced a very attractive
equity curve with a low risk-reward Pain/gain of 19%.
MONTE CARLO SIMULATION

# Monte Carlo runs = 30
ave mc = 1222542
st dev = 450447
diff =3553990
Z score = 7.85
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ANALYSIS

We have an even more significant Z score of 7.85 indicating that
the correlation between lunar phase and price direction for our
basket of 19 futures contracts is most certainly not random, and in
fact, is more than 7 standard deviations from chance expectation.
This is a extremely statistically significant Z score.
To put this result another way, the 7.85 Z score converts to a prob‐
ability of less than 1 in 1,014,713,328 that this is a chance occur‐
rence. This means, that if we ran our lunar phase trading system
on random data, it would take over 1,014,713,328 complete opti‐
mization tests on newly randomized data in order to find one
result that is at least as profitable as this system when run on
actual price data.
So, I think we can conclude that if our profitable trading result by
using .9 full, .7 new and 6 stop on 19 futures markets is not a
random occurrence, then the lunar phase must actually be
affecting the buying and selling emotions of investors and traders
around the world, and if that is the case, then using lunar phase to
generate buying and selling signals is indeed predictive. I never
would have expected this result!
SUMMARY

A hypothesis based on the observation of price action of the stock
market increasing in value during the full moon and decreasing in
value during the new moon was created, and then we developed a
set of rules that fully described when to buy (during .5 on our full
moon scale) and when to sell (during .5 on our new moon scale).
Then we backtested our trading system rules and parameters on
historical price data for the “ES” futures contract (the stock
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market index) from 2007 to 2017. The system was generally prof‐
itable, but to ensure that we weren’t just “lucky” with our selec‐
tion of .5 on both lunar scales for buying and selling, and the 8
units of trailing stop, we ran a Monte Carlo test which simulated
running the trading system on fictitious random price data, where
we discovered that we were just as likely to earn a profit from
random data using our system as with actual stock market data.
Basically, we simply got lucky when testing our system on “ES.” It
would have probably failed when tested on another futures price
data set.
The next step was to run another backtest on “ES,” but this time
test all 10 stages of full moon (0 to 10 with .5 being the full moon)
for a buy signal, and all 10 stages of new moon (0 to 10 with .5
being the new moon) for a sell signal. At this time, we also
included testing 4 different trailing stop amounts. The results of
the variables optimization found the highest profit generated of
$490,975 using a combination of “.9” full moon scale buy, “.7”
new moon scale sell, with 4 units of trailing stop. The profit was
good, risk-reward looked good, and the equity curve looked
promising, but a Monte Carlo test again showed that it was just as
easy to generate profits at least this high using random price data meaning that again, our system was probably no better than
random.
As a final test, we optimized the variables again with a backtest,
but included historical data from 5 futures symbols (S&P 500 sick
index, Gold, crude oil, Wheat, and Euro currency) rather than
just one “ES” symbol. The best performing variables after the
optimization just happened to be the exact same variables as the
previous “ES” only test (which was very interesting). Values of .9
full moon, .5 new moon, and 4 trailing stop generated profits of
$1,551,493 with a very smooth equity curve and attractive riskreward ratio. However, this time, the Monte Carlo test revealed
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that our trading system profits were not a fluke, and was in fact,
over 3 standard deviations from chance expectation. Our multi
symbol lunar phase trading system performed statistically signifi‐
cantly better than what we could expect from random data.
To confirm our significant results, we added all 19 futures symbols
to the backtest and optimization resulting in again, exactly the
same .9 full moon, .7 new moon, and 4 trailing stop as the most
profitable variable combination. Again the equity curve, profit and
other performance metrics were very good. As expected, the
Monto Carlo test confirmed that this profitable result could not be
due to chance with a significant Z score of over 7!
As we increased our historical data, and decreased the rules and
variables for optimization, not only did our backtested profit
increase, but the Monte Carlo simulation continually showed an
increase in statistical significance. Using the Monte Carlo simula‐
tion, you can see how easy it is to curve fit your rules to the histor‐
ical data, if given too many rules, and not enough data (degrees of
freedom), and how that curve-fitted variable usually fails to
continue perform on future unseen data.

PART TWO

Algorithmic system development tutorials

FOUR

TUTORIAL #1 DEVELOPING A TRADING
SYSTEM USING A REVERSION TO THE
MEAN STRATEGY

Upon casual observation of any price chart, I’m sure that you have
noticed that when price drops drastically and suddenly, it usually
“rebounds”. Typical industry commentators on business shows
like CNBC say “the market is OVERSOLD,” and add that
market is due for a rebound. One way to measure the degree of
“overbought and “oversold” is with a technical indicator called the
Relative Strength Index.
The Relative Strength Index (RSI) was developed by Welles
Wilder. It is a technical oscillator that measures the speed of the
change of price. The RSI oscillates between 0 and 100. The RSI
is considered overbought when above a certain high value, like
“70,” and and oversold when below a low value, like “30.”
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RSI indicator shows overbought and oversold
conditions

This tutorial will demonstrate how rules that make logical sense,
and when optimized, can produce a highly profitable result, but
still not pass the Monte Carlo test.
Again, here are the 4 trading system development steps:
1. A hypothesis based on the observation of price action of
all traded markets is formed.
2. A set of rules is developed that fully describes the
hypothesis, and then coded into a computer application.
3. The trading system rules and parameters are back tested
and optimized using historical price data, then the top
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performing set of variables are selected from the
optimization for real-time trading.
4. If the trading system with best performing variables set
meets minimum profitability and loss requirements, the
trading system development variables optimization
method is tested for statistical significance and to rule
out curve-fitting with a Monte Carlo test.
TRADING SYSTEM RULES

Let’s follow the 4 trading system development steps, and develop
a trading system using the RSI indicator that buys when price
drops below a specific RSI value, and sells short when price rises
above the reciprocal of that RSI value (if the buy RSI variable is
“20,” then the reciprocal sell RSI value is 80 (100-20)). Our exit
will be using a trailing stop that follows the market by x numbers
of standard deviations. The idea with this SimpleRSI system is
that price usually returns to its average or mean value, and we can
profit from diversions from the mean.
Typically in the previous optimization tutorials, I have chosen to
not include trading costs in the backtest optimizations. Trading
costs typically consist of brokerage fees and slippage. Brokerage
fees are charged for each trade by the futures brokerage firm and
typically range from $1 to a few dollars per contract per trade,
where each “round turn” that would consist of a buy, then an exit
sell would be considered 2 trades. Slippage is the difference
between the price that a backtest uses to simulate a “fill,” and a
realistic “fill.” When a position is exited using a trailing stop, the
stop is filled “at the market” when price touches the stop amount.
When transacting at market prices, you don’t always get filled at
your specified stop price. More often, you will get filled a tick or 2
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beyond your stop price and this is a cost that is called “slippage.”
Since all entry orders for our tutorial are “stop limit” meaning that
we always get filled at our specified price or better, the only slip‐
page that we are going to estimate is slippage on our exits which
are stop orders. 50% of the time, we can estimate that our exit stop
will be filled at our specified stop price, and the other 50% of the
time, we can estimate that we will lose 1 tick. To be safe, we use a
full tick as the average slippage per trade.

TEST #1 SIMPLE RSI SINGLE SYMBOL VARIABLES OPTIMIZATION:

Dates: 1/1/2007 to 1/1/2017
Symbols: ES
Resolution: 60 minutes
System name: SimpleRSI
Var1 RSI: 10,15,20,25,30,35,40
Trailing stop: 2,4,6,8,10,12,14
BEST PROFIT FROM OPTIMIZATION:

Var1 = 35
Stop = 14
Profit = $256,670
Percent winning trades = 39%
Number of trades = 357
Pain/gain % = 60%
Average trade = $86
Profit factor = 1.15
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Equity curve for SimpleRSI system single symbol historical
backtest

Th equity curve for the best performing variables set when traded
on the “ES” contract is profitable, generating $246,670 in profits.
MONTE CARLO SIMULATION

# Monte Carlo runs = 30
ave mc = 385229
st dev = 143344.77
diff = -128559
Z score = -0.9
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ANALYSIS

A very low Z score of -.9 clearly shows that it is just as easy to
generate a profitable variable set when optimizing variables on
random price data than when using actual price data. Therefore,
according the the results of the Monte Carlo test, I would have to
conclude that this reversion to the mean trading strategy that
trades the ES contract is no better than random.

TEST #2 SIMPLE RSI 5 SYMBOL

I’m going to increase the number of variables here to show you
that it is possible to optimize a fairly attractive looking reversion to
the mean trading system that trades 5 markets. However as you
will see, due to decreasing the degree of freedom by increasing the
number of variable options, this seemingly profitable system falls
apart when we subject it to the rigours of the Monte Carlo test.
VARIABLES OPTIMIZATION:

Dates: 1/1/2008 to 4/1/2017
Symbols: ES,GC,ZW,CL,EUR
Resolution: 60 minutes
System name: SimpleRSI
Var1 RSI: 5,10,15,20,25,30,35,40,45,50,55,60,65,70
Trailing stop: 2,4,6,8,10,12,14,16,18,20,30,40
Best profit from optimization:
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Var1 = 50
Stop = 16
Profit = $1,155,941
Percent winning trades = 38%
Number of trades = 1099
Pain/gain % = 30%
Average trade = $158
Profit factor = 1.18

Equity curve for SimpleRSI system 5 symbols historical
backtest

Again, we have optimized a very profitable variable set generating
over $1.5 million in profits. Let’s see if this larger symbol set
passes the Monte Carlo test.
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MONTE CARLO SIMULATION

# Monte Carlo runs = 30
ave mc = 1039435
st dev = 299799
diff = 116505
Z score = 0.39
ANALYSIS

As suspected, a very low Z score of 0.39 tells us that our optimiza‐
tion of the SimpleRSI system is most certainly curve-fitted. We
can also see that providing enough variable options resulting in
fewer degrees of freedom, you can optimize a wonderfully prof‐
itable trading system based off of a simple RSI mean reversion
strategy, but in reality, performs no better than an optimal strategy
based off of random data.
SUMMARY

Very low Monte Carlo Z scores for both the single symbol rever‐
sion to the mean “SimpleRSI” system and the 5 symbol version of
this system confirms my theory that “reversion to the mean”
trading strategies are no better than random, and are not predic‐
tive. Even though the initial optimizations for the single symbol
and 5 symbol systems were profitable, and in fact, the 5 symbol
optimization equity curve looked pretty decent, the Monte Carlo
simulations showed that it was just as easy to optimize random
data and achieve a more profitable result than using the actual
price data.
Even though it is relatively easy to design a reversion to the mean
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Even though it is relatively easy to design a reversion to the mean
trading strategy then optimize the variables to produce what
appears to be a very profitable trading system, I have never found
a reversion to the mean strategy that passes the Monte Carlo test.

FIVE

TUTORIAL #2 DEVELOPING A TRADING
SYSTEM USING AN ALGOLAB STRATEGY
(TRIANGLES)

Let’s follow the 4 trading system development steps, and develop
a trading system using one of AlgoLab’s built-in automated
trading strategies. This tutorial will demonstrate how rules that
make logical sense, combined with enough historical data, and a
restricted variable optimization can produce a highly statistically
significant Monte Carlo Z score resulting in a predictive and prof‐
itable trading system.
Again, here are the 4 trading system development steps:
1. A hypothesis based on the observation of price action of
all traded markets is formed.
2. A set of rules is developed that fully describes the
hypothesis, and then coded into a computer application.
3. The trading system rules and parameters are back tested
and optimized using historical price data, then the top
performing set of variables are selected from the
optimization for real-time trading.
4. If the trading system with best performing variables set
meets minimum profitability and loss requirements, the
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trading system development variables optimization
method is tested for statistical significance and to rule
out curve-fitting with a Monte Carlo test.
TRADING SYSTEM RULES

A general characteristic of all markets based on many years of
observation is that between periods of trending behaviour, they
tend to go into periods of consolidation. Some traders call consoli‐
dation periods “trading ranges” and they use “reversion to the
mean” trading strategies during these trading ranges that buy the
market when price is relatively low and near the bottom of the
trading range, or sell the market short when price reaches the top
of the trading range. As I have said before, I have never found a
reversion to the mean trading strategy that isn’t merely random
when subjected to the Monte Carlo test, so I do not believe that
these periods are “trading ranges.” I believe price action during
these consolidation areas is simply random - and you cannot trade
random price fluctuations profitably.
However, there are certain signs we can look for that signal when
price may be ready to “break out” of the consolidation period and
either resume its previous trend prior to the consolidation, or start
a new trend in the opposite direction.
One method of signalling these breakouts is to wait until price
forms a triangle chart formation, then breaks either the upper or
lower trend line that defines the triangle chart pattern. The start
of the triangle is the widest point. As the market continues to
trade sideways, the price range narrows, and the apex of the
triangle is formed. The triangle shows losing interest, both from
buyers as well as from sellers as the trading range narrows toward
the apex of the triangle.
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Triangle chart pattern

The Triangles system uses two variables, plus our standard
trailing stop. I’m not going to go into details describing the two
variables, as they are proprietary to AlgoLab, but I will say that
the variables describe specific attributes of the triangle chart
pattern.

TEST #1 TRIANGLES SINGLE SYMBOL

VARIABLES OPTIMIZATION:

Dates: 5/1/2008 to 1/1/2017
Symbols: ES
Resolution: 15 minutes
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System name: Triangles
Var1 triangle attribute 1 = 5,9,13,20
Var2 triangle attribute 2 = 0,500,1000
Trailing stop = 4,6,8,10,12
BEST PROFIT FROM OPTIMIZATION:

Var1 = 9
Var2 = 0
Stop = 8
Profit = $177,588
Percent winning trades = 39%
Number of trades = 394
Pain/gain % = 33%
Average trade = $31
Profit factor = 1.16
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Equity curve for Triangles system single symbol historical
backtest

MONTE CARLO SIMULATION

# Monte Carlo runs = 30
ave mc = 262463
st dev = 318576
diff =-84875
Z score = -0.27
ANALYSIS

When optimizing variables for a triangle chart formation breakout
strategy using a single symbol: ES, the results could easily be
curve-fitted, as the Monte Carlo test returned a Z score of -.27
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TEST #2 TRIANGLES 5 SYMBOLS

VARIABLES OPTIMIZATION:

Dates: 5/1/2008 to 1/1/2017
Symbols: ES,GC,EUR,CL,ZW
Resolution: 15 minutes
System name: Triangles
Var1 triangle attribute 1 = 5,9,13,20
Var2 triangle attribute 2 = 0,500,1000
Trailing stop = 4,6,8,10,12
BEST PROFIT FROM OPTIMIZATION:

Var1 = 9
Var2 = 0
Stop = 8
Profit = $1,508,453
Percent winning trades = 40%
Number of trades = 2000
Pain/gain % = 14%
Average trade = $67
Profit factor = 1.26
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Equity curve for Triangles system 5 symbol historical backtest

MONTE CARLO SIMULATION

# Monte Carlo runs = 30
ave mc = 221053
st dev = 283249
diff = 1279446
Z score = 4.52
ANALYSIS

When we expand the degrees of freedom by reducing the ratio of
the number of variables to the number of data points (i.e., we kept
the number of variable optimizations at 60 (4 x 3 x 5), but added 4
more symbols thereby increasing the number of data points by a
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multiple of 4, the Monte Carlo Z score was a highly significant
4.52 meaning that we have probably not curve-fitted our variable
to the data.

TEST #3 TRIANGLES 19 SYMBOLS

VARIABLES OPTIMIZATION:

Dates: 5/1/2008 to 1/1/2017
Symbols:
ZW,ZS,ZC,ZM,ES,YM,NQ,NKD,GC,HG,PL,
EUR,GBP,CHF,AUD,JPY,CL,RB,HO,NG
Resolution: 15 minutes
System name: Triangles
Var1 triangle attribute 1 = 5,9,13,20
Var2 triangle attribute 2 = 0,500,1000
Trailing stop = 4,6,8,10,12
BEST PROFIT FROM OPTIMIZATION:

Var1 = 9
Var2 = 0
Stop = 8
Profit = $5,552,262
Percent winning trades = 41%
Number of trades = 7180
Pain/gain % = 3%
Average trade = $58
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Profit factor = 1.27

Equity curve for Triangles system 19 symbol historical backtest

MONTE CARLO SIMULATION

# Monte Carlo runs = 30
ave mc = 435999
st dev = 490900
diff = 5064500
Z score = 10.32
ANALYSIS

As you can see by the equity curve, this trading system is very
profitable with very low drawdowns, a nice smooth upward
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sloping equity curve and a very low pain/gain percentage of 3%.
The Monte Carlo test also showed that our variables optimization
was most certainly not a result of curve-fitting, as the Z score was
an extremely statistically high 10.32 standard deviations from
chance expectation.

SIX

WHAT WORKS AND WHAT DOESN’T

In tutorial # 1, I showed you an example of how to optimize vari‐
ables for a reversion to the mean trading strategy, and how you can
easily curve fit the variables set to create a fantastically profitable
trading system. I also showed how the ultimate lie detector test –
the Monte Carlo simulation revealed – that the approach
was false.
In fact, I believe that all reversion to the mean strategies are false
because I believe price action during these periods is random and
cannot be predicted.
In tutorial #2, I showed how a strategy based on price breaking out
of a consolidation range like the triangle chart formation, can be
predictive and pass the Monte Carlo simulation test.
So, what works and what doesn’t as far as general categories of
trading strategies go? Following are my 4 classifications of algo‐
rithmic trading strategies. Note that these classifications do not
include fundamental strategies such as trading on earnings
reports, FOMC meeting results, world news, and other discre‐
tionary fundamental trading concepts – these are strictly technical
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strategies that can be applied, back tested, optimized and auto
traded in real-time using computer algorithms.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Trend continuation
Trading ranges
Consolidation breakout
Mean reversion
Other

In the section below, I will explain each classification of algo‐
rithmic trading strategy and include a very general summary of
my Monte Carlo tests for the group of strategies in each category.
I have developed dozens of algorithmic trading strategies which all
include Monte Carlo verifications. Some of these strategies are
both extremely profitable from a risk-reward point of view, and
significantly far from any chance of being curve-fitted as per the
Monte Carlo tests.
The specifics of systems and tests are proprietary to AlgoLab, and
many of the higher performing systems shown as part of the
summary below are part of the AlgoLab auto trading software.

1. TREND CONTINUATION

Trend following is simply going long when markets start
trending upward in price, and taking a short position
when markets start trending down in price. The reason
trend trading works is once a trend starts, it is likely to
continue.
Here is an example of the fundamental reason why trends
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tend to form: OPEC insiders hear talk in OPEC about
tapering the oil supply. This will usually lead to prices
going up due to a decrease in supply. OPEC insiders start
buying crude oil futures thereby driving price higher.
Then a week later, people who listen to these inside
experts start buying which also drives price higher. Then
after some more time passes, industry analysts interview
insiders and they start buying, and then publishing their
recommendations to retail customers to buy, while
demand for crude oil contracts start to increase, and price
continues to rise. Then retail customers start buying.
Then the actual event happens with OPEC turning the
taps off, and at this point, everyone who was going to buy
has already bought, so the price flattens out and starts to
decline as early speculators start to offload their long
positions.
Trends can be identified by analyzing price data - simply:
prices are going up (or down in the case of a down trend).
Average performance
Generally, entering a trade at any price after identifying a
trend is profitable and most of these strategies will pass
the Monte Carlo test. There are dozens if not hundreds of
methods of identifying a trend, and then entering a
position.
On average I would estimate that pain/gain percentage
from trade entries where a trend has been confirmed are
good with average Monte Carlo Z scores being just over
significance at Z= 1.7 to 2 range.

2. Trading ranges
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I have already discussed reversion to the mean. This is
when price is no longer trending either up or down, and is
restricted to a range between an upper channel price and
lower channel price. This is a time of uncertainty –
market participants are not sure of price direction, and
price action tends to appear like it bounces between the
upper channel and the lower channel. In fact, I think it is
just random.
Typically, trading range algorithmic strategies attempt to
identify areas of price congestion where price tends to
fluctuate between a common upper zone, and a common
lower zone. Identifying these trading ranges is easy after
they have formed, but predicting a trading range prior to
the formation is nearly impossible. I have generated price
charts created using random numbers and picking out
classic textbook trading ranges is easy - but they are just a
natural random pattern.
Average performance
I have never found a trading range strategy that works
better than random and passes the Monte Carlo test.
On average I would estimate that Pain/Gain values from
trade entries at the bottom of a trading range after a range
has been confirmed are poor with average Monte Carlo Z
scores being well under significance at Z= 0 to
1 range.

3. Consolidation Breakout
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Based on my experience, consolidation breakout trades
are the most profitable strategy. As I said above,
identifying trading ranges, or areas of congestion is easy,
after the fact. And that’s all you need to do to develop a
consolidation breakout strategy. Simply identify a
consolidation range, then enter a long trade when price
breaks out above the range, and enter a short trade when
price breaks out below the range.
The advantage to predicting a trend breakout by waiting
for a consolidation range and trading the breakout over
waiting for a trend to develop, is that you are getting into a
trend early. As a result, the percentage of winning trades
is usually quite low at around 40% winning trades.
However, the average winning trade is usually about
double the profit of the average losing trade.
Average performance
On average I would estimate that Pain/Gain values from
breakout entries consolidation areas is very good ranging
from 20% to the lower than 10% with average Monte
Carlo Z scores in a very significant range from well above
Z = 2 to Z =4.

4. Mean Reversion

Mean reversion refers to the concept that price will
always return to its longer term average or mean. These
strategies are also known as overbought and oversold.
That is, when price has been upward or downward
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trending, and has moved far away from its longer term
moving average or “mean,” then a counter-trend position
is entered, and price is expected to revert to its mean
whereby the trader profits.
If markets do actually trend, then this would discredit
reversion to the mean strategies because they assume that
markets do not trend. I have never found a reversion to the
mean strategy that works better than random and passes
the Monte Carlo test.
An example of a mean reversion strategy that seemed to
work for a while, until it utterly failed is the story of Long
Term Capital Management. LTC traded markets using
high leverage that had made very large moves away from
their normal mean value and then they waited until the
market corrected by returning to its mean value. This
worked wonderfully for over three years until the entire
hedge fund collapsed in 1998 when their trades
continued to trend away from their entry positions.
Average performance
On average I would estimate that Pain/Gain values from
trade entries after extreme departures from the mean are
poor with average Monte Carlo Z scores being well under
significance at Z= 0 to 1 range.

5. Other

By “Other,” I mean strategies that don’t fit within the
categories listed above. These other strategies might
include:
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Astronomical
Seasonal
Opening gaps
Even numbers
Pairs

Some of these “other” strategies can be more profitable
than random, and in fact can even pass the Monte Carlo
test, like the “Lunar phase” system that we developed
earlier in Part 1. Aside from lunar phases, I have not
experimented with other strategies in this category, and
do not have any general average performance Z scores to
present.

SEVEN

REAL-WORLD PERFORMANCE
EXPECTATIONS

Unfortunately, I’m not aware of any price data vendor who can
provide me with future prices as part of the historical data set so
that I can know for sure how my algorithmic trading system will
perform when I am ready to start trading it using real money, in
real-time. Ha ha :-) .
The future is exactly like the past, except that it is completely
different. There is no way to know for certain, how your algo‐
rithmic trading system will perform in the future when you feed it
real-time, live price data, and your orders are actually sent to a
futures exchange where real people agree to take the other side of
your trade.
This is the disclaimer that I post on the AlgoLab web site, and I’m
going to duplicate it here, because I think it is very important:

Algorithmic trading systems have been developed by
optimizing system rules, and parameters on historical
data. This does not guarantee that past performance will
be as profitable, or will exhibit similar characteristics to
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real-time trading results. Given enough variables, it is
possible to curve fit a system to historical data, and any
relationship between those rules and future, unseen data
may be random. AlgoLab has taken steps to reduce the
number of variables and system rules to reduce the
degrees of freedom which will reduce the chance
of curve-fitting. Current market regimes can and do
change, and rules that previously predicted future prices
may no longer work.

Although there is no way to know for sure what the future holds,
there are ways we can estimate the probabilities of profit and
drawdown from the future performance of our trading system.
Estimating the probability of drawdown using a Monte Carlo
simulation of returns

Aside from general profitability, and the Pain/gain percentage
metric, probably the most important trading system performance
metric is MAXIMUM DRAWDOWN. This is the maximum
amount of loss from equity peak to trough from the historical
backtest. This is important because this is the most amount of
money that you can LOSE. In your backtest, this loss may be
acceptable because, as shown in the illustration below, the
maximum drawdown probably occurred after an equity high
water mark (profit high), so the drawdown was taken from profits
already generated. However, if there is the possibility of, say, a
40% drawdown from occurring, then you never know WHEN it
will happen. It could START ON YOUR VERY FIRST DAY
OF TRADING. This would result in a 40% loss that would come
directly out of your starting capital. If you are confident that your
trading strategy will eventually resemble your historical backtest,
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then you can (and should) continue to trade the system, but
psychologically, continuing the trade after a 40% loss is very, very
difficult.

Maximum drawdown

If you started trading your system with $100,000, and your
system suffers a loss of $40,000 after reaching a maximum all time
equity high of $140,000, that’s unfortunate, but if you expected
that it was a possibility then you may decide to continue with the
trading system.
However, if your system loses $40,000 right out of the gate, your
original $100,000 investment is now $60,000, and you might
decide to throw in the towel.
My point is, that there is really no difference between the two
scenarios, as BOTH were a realistic probability resulting from
your historical backtest. The only difference is the resulting
emotional state that these two scenarios create.
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A note on calculating drawdown
The most common method of calculating maximum drawdown is
to take the maximum drawdown dollar amount, and compute its
percentage of the MAXIMUM profit prior to the start of the
drawdown. When considering the maximum drawdown from a
historical backtest, I disagree with this method because it assumes
that your actual drawdown will occur at the same time that it
occurred in your historical backtest. Which is not realistic. The
truth is that this drawdown amount is only an estimate, and you
never know WHEN this estimated drawdown will occur.
It is better to consider the maximum drawdown as a percentage of
the STARTING CAPITAL, rather than a percentage of the
MAXIMUM EQUITY. Again, you never know what the
maximum equity will be when the drawdown happens. You
should assume the worse case scenario that the maximum draw‐
down will start on the very first day of trading.
Estimating what your maximum drawdown could be
Your maximum drawdown could be worse than what your histor‐
ical backtest indicated. There is a way of estimating the proba‐
bility of a drawdown that is worse than your maximum as
measured from your backtest.
This method is a bit crude because it assumes that individual
trade returns are independent. In reality, returns probably clump
together (i.e.: profitable trades and losing trades probably occur in
proximity to each other), but I like using this method of estimated
drawdown because it is more pessimistic and errs on the side of
caution.
What we are going to do is to take all of the profits from each trade
(these are your individual trade returns), and scramble them
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randomly using a Monte Carlo simulator. Then calculate your
maximum drawdown. Then, just like our Monte Carlo curvefitting test, we repeat this at least 30 times, and calculate the prob‐
ability (as a Z score) of a worse drawdown occurring, and how
much it could be.
You can download the excel spreadsheet for this calculator at:
https://www.thealgolab.com/tools

Drawdown calculator

For this maximum drawdown Monte Carlo simulation, we are
going to use the most recent 2 1/4 years of historical backtesting
results from one of AlgoLab’s trading systems “SuperSystem.” I
chose this subset because it includes the largest drawdown
measured in the backtest which was a 26.78% drawdown in 2015.
Dates = 1/1/2015 to 4/1/2017
# of trades = 3275
Maximum profit = $190,879
Maximum profit % = 190.88%
Maximum drawdown = $26,778
Maximum drawdown % = 26.78%
Here are the results from the 30 Monte Carlo random return
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sorts. Note that I have colored the cells where drawdown was
greater than the 26.78% measured in the historical backtest:

Monte Carlo random return sorts
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So without getting too complicated with our analysis of the Monte
Carlo simulations, we can roughly say that 50% of the time, the
drawdown was WORSE than what we measured, and 50% of the
time, it was better. Based on the MC test results, we could also
estimate:
1. There is a 3.33% (1 in 30) chance that the drawdown
could be as bad as 46%
2. There is a 23% (7 in 30) chance that the drawdown
could be worse than 35%
3. There is a 10% (3 in 30) chance that the drawdown
could be worse than 40%
4. There is a 20% (6 in 30) chance that the drawdown
could be better than 20%
Other adjustments to your profit and loss

curve-fitting
Although we did verify that our rules and variables optimization
process was probably not curve-fitted, that doesn’t mean that it
wasn’t curve-fitted. What I mean is that the Monte Carlo test only
determines the extent of curve-fitting compared to chance expec‐
tations. The fact is, that it will / could be somewhat curve-fitted.
How much, we won’t know until we start trading the system in
the real world with real capital and can compare returns and
drawdowns to our historical backtest.
Missed trades
Other reasons for a disconnect between the real world, real capital
trading and your optimized theoretical backtest are missed trades.
During the backtests for AlgoLab systems, we assume that all
entry orders (remember, entry orders are stop limit orders) are
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filled. In reality only 80% of those orders are filled with the
remaining 20% not being filled due to markets that gap over the
entry price. Analysis has shown that general backtesting metrics
don’t change all that much due to these missed trades aside from
over all fewer trades and slightly less net profit due to fewer
trades.
The AlgoLab software does not “chase” missed trades, because
this results in additional slippage due to missing the original entry
price. It is this reason that we feel it may be prudent to simply let
these trades go unfilled.
However, it is totally possible that in your specific circumstances,
these missed trades could negatively effect your profits and other
performance metrics.
Slippage
Slippage refers to the difference between the expected price and
the actual price that a trade occurs. If we place a stop order to buy
crude oil at $50, then when crude oil touches $50, your order is
then converted to a market order which means that your order
could be filled at any price the first available buyer is willing to
bid. Usually that price is within one tick ( a tick is a minimum
price movement) of your stop price, but it can be more or less.
Normal slippage should always be deducted from your trades
during your backtest. All of AlgoLab’s backtests in the Perfor‐
mance Viewer include 1 tick of slippage.
Fast market conditions such as those that happen during market
crashes will result in more slippage than what you have estimated
in your backtest.
Costs
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Costs such as brokerage commissions and exchange fees should
have been deducted in your backtest (all of AlgoLab’s backtests in
the Performance Viewer include these costs). However there may
be additional costs from your broker that you might want to
consider such as the fee for a real-time data feed. (AlgoLab does
not require a data feed, so there is not any additional fees.)
Look ahead bias
Look ahead bias as it pertains to developing algorithmic trading
systems inadvertently makes use of information or data that would
not have been known or available during the period being
analyzed. This will lead to inaccurate results in the backtest simu‐
lation. A good example of look ahead bias is entering a trade at the
close of a price bar after referring to a technical indicator that
includes that close. In the real-world while using a real-time price
feed, by the time your trading algorithm has calculated the tech‐
nical indicator that included the closing price of that time period
bar, price will have moved on. This may seem insignificant, but
over thousands of trades, it can add up. And this is just an easy to
understand example of look ahead bias - there are many worse
infractions, some of which I myself have been guilty of
committing.
Summary

My personal rule of thumb is to discount the potential profits of
your backtesting results by 25% or more, and then consider if you
are still willing to risk your capital. This isn’t to say that your
system will perform three quarters as well as expected. Unknown,
never-happened-before, “black swans” can happen and will
happen in the future. This is not an exact science, and in fact,
some call trading an art, not a science.
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After a full year of trading one of the AlgoLab “SuperSystem,”
actual profits, and other performance metrics were very close to
what the historical backtesting predicted. Below is a chart that
shows the historical backtest equity curve and actual trading
equity curve. Note that they are very close.
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EIGHT

IMPLEMENTING YOUR TRADING SYSTEM

After you complete the 4 development steps:
1. A hypothesis based on the observation of price action of
all traded markets is formed.
2. A set of rules is developed that fully describes the
hypothesis, and then coded into a computer application.
3. The trading system rules and parameters are back tested
and optimized using historical price data, then the top
performing set of variables are selected from the
optimization for real-time trading.
4. If the trading system with best performing variables set
meets minimum profitability and loss requirements, the
trading system development variables optimization
method is tested for statistical significance and to rule
out curve-fitting with a Monte Carlo test.
you will need to code your rules into a trading software platform
and start trading it in real-time along with a real-time data feed,
connect to your brokerage account, etc. This is no small task, but
there are 3rd party software tools which make the process easier.
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Though AlgoLab trading platform manages all of this for you,
following is a list of some of the more popular software tools
available to you if you want to develop your own strategy from
scratch.
Price data

In order for any trading system to work, it must be connected to a
real-time data feed. These services get real-time prices from the
exchanges and transmit them to your trading software. These
services can also provide you with historical data that you can use
in development and backtesting of your strategy.
I recommend DTN IQ feed which is the real-time data feed, and
historical data vendor that AlgoLab uses for backtest results found
in the Performance Viewer, and live trading in AlgoLab.
Interactive Brokers
IQFeed
Barchart
Kinetick
Xignite
CQG
Quandle
Trading system development, testing and trade facilitation

The following software packages will back test system rules on
historical data as well as optimize variables. All of these software
packages will also apply your trading system to a real-time data
feed, then transmit orders to your brokerage account then manage
your trades as per your system rules. All of them require some
understanding of a programming language - either a common
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language such as C++, or java, or a custom language that is built
into the platform.

STAND-ALONE SOFTWARE:

NINJATRADER

Probably the most popular trading software packages, Ninjatrader
is a strategy development, historical backtesting, and trading plat‐
form. You used to be able to connect any of a list of many brokers
to NJ, but now you must use their in-house brokerage firm.

TRADESTATION

Strategy development, historical backtesting, and trading plat‐
form. Like NinjaTrader, TS now restricts trading through their
own brokerage firm.

MULTICHARTS

Strategy development, historical backtesting, and trading plat‐
form. MC connects to a couple dozen brokers.

EXCEL

Excel can be used as a very “do-it-yourself” basic strategy develop‐
ment and testing platform. Many brokers offer API’s that allow
Excel spreadsheets to connect to your brokerage account to facili‐
tate trading.
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WEALTH-LAB

Owned by Fidelity Investments, Wealth-Lab is a strategy develop‐
ment, historical backtesting, and trading platform but is only
compatible with a Fidelity account.

SEER TRADING SYSTEMS

Strategy development, historical backtesting, and trading plat‐
form. Seer connects to Interactive Brokers and Oanda Forex
broker.

RIGHTEDGE

Strategy development, historical backtesting, and trading plat‐
form. RightEdge connects to Open E-cry, MB Trading and Inter‐
active Brokers.

ESIGNAL

Strategy development, historical backtesting, and trading plat‐
form. eSignal connects to over 30 brokers.

SMARTQUANT

Strategy development, historical backtesting, and trading platform
for hedge funds and institutional trading groups.
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MATLAB

MATLAB by MathWorks is a program for numerical computa‐
tion. It has wide use in the academic, engineering and financial
sectors. With additional plug-ins, MATLAB can be used for finan‐
cial strategy development, historical backtesting, and trading.

SIERRA CHART

Strategy development, historical backtesting, and trading plat‐
form. Sierra connects to a hand full of brokers.

METATRADER

Strategy development, historical backtesting, and trading platform
that specializes in the forex (foreign exchange) market. MT4
connects to over 200 forex brokers.

WEB BASED SOFTWARE:

QUANTOPIAN

Online strategy development, historical backtesting, and trading
platform that currently supports live trading with Interactive
Brokers and Robinhood.

QUANTCONNECT

Online strategy development, historical backtesting, and trading
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platform that currently supports live trading with Interactive
Brokers, Oanda, and FXCM.

ALGO-TRADER

Online strategy development, historical backtesting, and trading
platform that currently supports live trading with 7 brokers.

PART THREE

AlgoLab Automated Investing

NINE

WHAT IS ALGOLAB?

AlgoLab is a powerful cloud-based software platform that
processes complex algorithmic trading strategies on a large basket
of diversified futures markets on a minute by minute time scale,
24 hours per day during the six days per week that the futures
markets are open for trading.
AlgoLab subscribers connect their brokerage accounts to AlgoLab,
then orders are created and then automatically submitted to
futures exchanges according to the subscribers capital, risk, and
other customized settings. Once an entry order has been filled,
AlgoLab manages the trade until a predefined loss or profit has
been met. AlgoLab is 100% automated and manages everything
from position sizing, to risk control, to expiring futures contracts.

ALGOLAB DASHBOARD

AlgoLab is 100% cloud-based and once connected to a clients
brokerage account, is managed through a web page interface
called the AlgoLab Dashboard.
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All of AlgoLab’s client dashboards are publicly visible on the
internet and are kept private by use of a secret alias name. You can
view all AlgoLab accounts in near real-time at
http://dashboard.thealgolab.com

The AlgoLab dashboard

A quick glance at a dashboard account shows open profit, total
profit since the start of trading, account value, all current long and
short positions and an equity curve graph showing performance
since the start of trading. From the dashboard web page, a
subscriber can log into their AlgoLab account, and make changes
such as:
Turn trading on or off
Change the symbol portfolio that AlgoLab trades
Change the bias preference for each symbol
independently. (i.e. you can specify to take only long
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trades for “ES,” and “CL,” long and short trades for the
agriculture commodities, and short only trades for gold
and the Yen currency.)
Specify the amount of capital in the account to
trade with
Specify the amount of risk (higher risk trades more
contracts, and can result in a higher profit, but
potentially greater losses as well)
Change the trading system. AlgoLab currently includes
3 algorithmic trading strategies and we are adding more
all of the time.
Note that although AlgoLab allows the above customized settings,
most of AlgoLab customers simply follow the default settings
traded in the house account (all symbols, SuperSystem, long and
short bias),
HOW ALGOLAB WORKS

Every minute of every day, AlgoLab scans through
millions of price data points running complex technical
analysis algorithms that identify price patterns and other
trading opportunities.
AlgoLab leverages its technical edge by trading many
non-correlated markets simultaneously - something that
would be impossible to do manually. AlgoLab also
combines many different trading systems together.
Multiple uncorrelated strategies combined with
uncorrelated markets results in a non-curve-fitted system
with a smoother equity curve and a more profitable risk
to reward ratio.
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Unlike most trading software and advisory services that only
provide clients with trade ENTRY signals, AlgoLab’s trade entry
signals are complete trading systems including trend filters,
multiple time frames, exit strategies and much more. A profitable,
robust trading strategy includes trade entry rules, risk manage‐
ment rules, and trade exit rules. AlgoLab’s trading systems are
entire systems - not just entry signals, and the objective is always
on overall profitability relative to risk, not just maximal profits.
AlgoLab uses Docker Container technology to isolate individual
clients instances of AlgoLab on their own, secure, virtual machine.
Since this virtual computer is in the cloud, there is no need to
keep a software program running 24 hours a day, 7 days a week on
a local desktop because the virtual machine is always up and
running in the cloud.
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AlgoLab coud structure overview

Each AlgoLab trading system contains variables that can be modi‐
fied which will change the profit and loss metrics. This allows the
client to customize a system’s performance metrics to suit their
own personal requirements such as risk tolerance, trading volume,
and return objectives, however, AlgoLab has been designed to
produce significant trading results using the default settings as
typified by the AlgoLab House account.
ESTIMATING PERFORMANCE USING THE ALGOLAB
PERFORMANCE VIEWER

Use the AlgoLab Performance Viewer to learn more about the
profit and loss characteristics of an AlgoLab system before realtime trading starts. The Performance Viewer is a HTML 5 web
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application that runs in a browser window. You can view histor‐
ical backtesting results from 2007 to the most recent update for
any of the AlgoLab trading systems included. With PV, you can
specify the amount of capital you have to trade with, and how
much risk you are willing to use. Note that a higher risk setting
will usually increase your return, but will also increase your draw‐
down (losses). You can also experiment with changing the port‐
folio of symbols that your system trades and view the performance
metrics resulting from those changes instantly. You can inspect
performance results by changing the date range to see detailed
results over a shorter or longer period of time.
You can try the AlgoLab Performance Viewer, even if you don’t
have an AlgoLab account:
http://backtest.thealgolab.com
1. Navigate to http://backtest.thealgolab.com using an
HTML 5 compatible browser
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AlgoLab Performance Viewer

2. Select a MultiSystem to view in the “Multisystems ”
field.

Select “SuperSystem” multi system

3. When the multisystem finishes loading which could
take a minute, historical backtesting performance results
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for 2007 to recent will be shown in the Performance
Viewer.
Overview of the AlgoLab Performance Viewer
window

Overview of the AlgoLab Performance Viewer Window

System Performance Metrics
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P&L - this is the total profit or loss for the period
Pain/gain - this is the maximum drawdown over the
entire testing period divided by the maximum profit
generated by the system. This is our favourite method of
quantifying a system’s performance, as the amount of
profit that a system generates is less important than how
much risk is assumed in order to generate that
profit. Generally, the lower this Pain/gain percentage,
the BETTER the system performance is - that is, the
lower this number is, the less risk is assumed per dollar of
profit.
Profit factor - The Profit Factor is the ratio of the net
profit versus the net loss. This ratio shows by how much
the profit exceeded the loss. A value greater than 1
means the strategy has generated more profits than
losses.
% win - This is the percentage of winning trades. Note
that the most profitable trading systems usually have a
winning percentage of LESS THAN 50%. The
strategies are profitable because the average
winning trades are much greater than the average loosing
trades. A more important metric to consider is
percentage of winning MONTHS or YEARS, not %
winning trades.
Ave td - This is the average amount of profit or loss
per trade.
# tds - Number of trades over the time period that this
system generated
Ave win - The average profit per winning trade
Ave loss - The average loss per losing trade
Win/loss - the average win divided by the average loss.
If a system wins only 40% of the time (ie: 40% winning
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trades), but has an average winning trade that is 2 times
the average losing trade, you can see how it can be an
overall very profitable system.
Max dd - A drawdown is the peak-to-trough decline
during the period of the back test. Max DD is the
maximum drawdown. This is an important metric to
watch because it can give you an idea of how much
money the system can lose over a period as great as the
backtest. For example, if the period was 9 years and the
maximum drawdown was $14,026, then with an
account size of $100,000, that would equal a 14%
decline which you could expect to happen at least once
every 9 years.
Max prof - The maximum amount of profit this system
generated over the time period.
Short profit - The total amount of profit or loss from
only SHORT trades.
Long profit - The total amount of profit or loss from
only LONG trades.
System Annual Performance Metrics
Ave an rtn - Average annual return is the total
profit over the period of the back test divided by the
number of years in the back test shown as a percentage
of the original invested capital amount. Note that
AlgoLab return calculations are
NOT COMPOUNDING. That is, the profit and loss is
always withdrawn form the trading system, and not
reinvested to increase the amount of invested capital.
The amount of invested capital stays the same as
the amount that you entered into the capital field all
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through the period of the back test. Compounding
returns can have a positive effect on returns, but we
chose to be conservative.
Ave an DD - Average annual drawdown
percentage. This is the average of each years (or months)
maximum drawdown shown as a percentage of the
original starting capital.
Ave an prof - Average annual profit shown in dollars
Max an return - Maximum annual return.
Max an DD - Maximum annual drawdown – This is
the largest drawdown that occurred shown as a
percentage of the original starting capital. This is an
important metric because it will show you that you can
expect at least one drawdown of this percentage
once every number of years tested. In the example, we
back test 10 years of historical data, so going forward,
you should expect a drawdown at some point in the next
10 years of at least this percentage. Of course, your
maximum drawdown could be more - or it could be less.
Max an Prof - Maximum annual profit is the
largest profitable year shown in dollars
Min an rtn - Minimum annual return is the
smallest annual (or month) return shown as a percentage.
Min an DD - Minimum annual drawdown is the
smallest annual (or month) draw down shown as a
percentage of the starting capital.
Min an prof - Minimum annual profit is the
smallest annual (or month) profit shown in dollars.
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HISTORICAL BACKTESTED RETURNS

Following are the historical backtesting reports for the AlgoLab
trading system: “SuperSystem.”
Trading Systems Performance Expectations
Algorithmic trading systems have been developed by optimizing
system rules, and parameters on historical data. This does not
guarantee that real-time trading results will be as profitable, or will
exhibit similar characteristics to historical trading results. Given
enough variables, it is possible to curve fit a system to historical
data, and any relationship between those rules and future, unseen
data may be random. AlgoLab has taken steps to reduce the
chance of curve-fitting. Current market regimes can and do
change, and rules that previously predicted future prices may no
longer work.
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SuperSystem

SuperSystem is AlgoLab’s model trading system. It includes 2
different systems with various parameter combinations and timeframe resolutions.
We have been running SuperSystem with $55,000 of starting
capital since August of 2016. Real time performance metrics for
the SuperSystem trading system can be found at the
http://www.theAlgoLab.com home page.
The minimum amount of capital to trade SuperSystem using the
entire symbol set is $50,000, but with the risk set to the lowest
level of .05, the maximum theoretical drawdown is $47,000
which would occur at least once every 10 years - probably more
often than that. However, this would mean that there is a 1 in 10
chance that the first year of trading SuperSystem could see a
100% drawdown. If that drawdown does not occur in the first
year, and you don’t increase the capital after the first year, then
profit generated from the first year would cover any serious draw‐
down loss from subsequent years.
SuperSystem historical backtesting report
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SuperSystem historical backtesting report

Trading SuperSystem with a small account
You could trade a $25,000 account with SuperSystem, but using a
reduced symbol set of:
Wheat (ZW)
SP500 (ES)
Gold (GC)
Nasdaq Index (NQ)
Gasoline (RB)
Corn (ZC)
Swiss Franc (CHF)
SoyMeal (ZC)
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Use the secondary processing filters (menu: “Settings/Filters ”)
”DOY ” (day of week) Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday only.
This trading configuration produced an average annual return of
around 100% with a max DD of $10,780 (43%).
Trading SuperSystem with a risk level comparable to
the stock market
The long term average annual maximum drawdown of the S&P
500 index over the last 35 years is 14.2% in exchange for an
average annual return of around 7%. The recent maximum draw‐
down of the stock market was the financial crisis of 2008 where
the S&P 500 index dropped 55%.
The default SuperSystem average annual drawdown using a an
account of $100,000 and the lowest risk possible of .05 yields an
average annual maximum drawdown of 18% with an average
annual return of 84%.
Since we can’t lower the risk any further, because you can’t trade
fewer than a single contract per trade, I used the secondary
processing filters and restricted trading to Tuesday, Wednesday
and Thursday. This resulted in a reduction of the average annual
maximum drawdown to just 12% which is less than the 14%
average stock market drawdown. This resulted in average annual
returns of 62% which is far better than the 7% average return of
the stock market. The maximum drawdown of this SuperSystem
configuration over the 10 year historical backtest was 20% - less
than half the maximum drawdown of the S&P500 which
was 55%.
Run the AlgoLab Performance Viewer web application to review
various backtesting result scenarios with your capital, risk settings,
futures markets, and filters selections.
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Real trading is never nearly as profitable as backtesting, so these
values are just rough estimates on the optimistic side.

ELEVEN

REAL-TIME RETURNS

Following is the performance details of AlgoLab’s funded
account, and as well as another of our subscribers who actively
manages his AlgoLab settings by turning AlgoLab on or off
depending on his analysis of over-all market volatility and volume
of daily news.

ALGOLAB HOUSE ACCOUNT

AlgoLab system: SuperSystem
AlgoLab system settings: default
Risk setting: .05
Broker: Interactive Brokers
Start date: August 2, 2016
Starting capital: $55,000
Ending date: August 14, 2017
Account value on ending date: $93,000
Return on equity to date: 69% (11.5 months)
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We post a live, real-time equity plot on theAlgoLab.com
home page:
http://www.theAlgoLab.com

AlgoLab house account real-time performance

Trading costs such as broker fees and commissions have been
deducted from the above results. AlgoLab subscription fees have
not been deducted.
follow “AlgoLabHouse” at
http://dashboard.thealgolab.com/users-data/AlgoLabHouse.html

ALGOLAB CLIENT “PASSTIME”
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AlgoLab system: This client observes returns from
SuperSystem, and other indicators and then switches his
AlgoLab trading on and off, and adjusts his risk value to
leverage more favourable conditions. So far, he has been
accurate and has missed some of the drawdowns that the
house account has been through.
AlgoLab system settings: various
Risk setting: various
Broker: Interactive Brokers
Start date: April 24, 2017
Starting capital: $50,000
Ending date: August 14, 2017
Account value on ending date: $72,028
Return on equity to date: 44% (3.5 months)

Pastime subscriber real-time performance
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follow “Passtime” at
http://dashboard.thealgolab.com/users-data/passtime.html

TWELVE

FUNDAMENTAL ANALYSIS

AlgoLab’s SuperSystem utilizes various trading range breakout
algorithmic strategies, and although I have explained why this
particular genre of algorithmic strategy tends to be profitable over
many various markets, this does not explain the fundamental
reasons why markets breakout of ranges and start new short term,
or longer term trends.
In many cases, but not all cases, these new trends are caused by
volatility triggering news events such as a surprise Brexit vote in
the U.K, a surprise election result in the U.S, or a OPEC, USDA,
or FOMC report.
Below is a chart that shows AlgoLab SuperSystem first year of
trading and some of the volatility-causing news events that
resulted in AlgoLab profits. Note that not all of these news events
are positive, in that they caused the underlying commodity or
market to go “up” in price. Remember that AlgoLab profits from
up or down moves, so many of these new events were negative and
resulted in their underlying markets reducing in price, and in
some cases, even crashing.
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AlgoLab vs. stock index returns and news events

I would also like to note that when the U.S. stock market crashed
in 2008 due to the sub-prime mortgage crisis, AlgoLab backtesting
profits from the period were unsually high, and this was not only
due to profits generated from short trades in the stock indexes.
AlgoLab profited from long and short trades in currencies, metals,
energy and agriculture markets that were all effected in various
ways due to the sub-prime crisis.
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AlgoLab SuperSystem backtesting performance during the
2008 stock market crash
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THIRTEEN

SUBSCRIBING TO ALGOLAB

Subscribe to a simulated demo account

Try out AlgoLab for free with a no-risk demo account that
includes a simulated trading account at Interactive Brokers.
Submit the form at the bottom of theAlgoLab.com home page.

Subscribe to a funded AlgoLab account

AlgoLab funded account subscriptions include:
Assistance with opening your brokerage account.
We can assist you with opening and funding a new
Interactive Brokers account. In the US, you can trade
with an IRA account, but certain limitations apply. In
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Canada, trading a RRSP or TFSA account with
AlgoLab is not allowed.
A personal training session for the AlgoLab
Dashboard
The AlgoLab Dashboard provides nearly real-time
updates on how your trading account is performing. You
can also use your AlgoLab Dashboard to change your
trading settings such as pausing your trading system,
changing capital and risk settings, as well as restricting
trades to specific markets.
A personal training session for the AlgoLab Perfor‐
mance Viewer.
In this training session, we will use the Performance
Viewer to conduct a backtest using AlgoLab’s trading
strategies, along with the amount of capital that you
want to invest, and various risk settings. It is important
that you are comfortable with the risk setting and
resulting potential profits and drawdowns before trading
with real capital.
A calculation of your monthly subscription fee
Your monthly AlgoLab subscription fee is calculated
based on an approximation of the volume of work that the
AlgoLab software performs on behalf of the Licensor. An
algorithm defining this calculation takes into
consideration the total numbers of transactions that are
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required to be transmitted to Licensor’s broker, and the
number of transactions that require management until
trades have been exited. Since monthly software
subscription fees are not calculated based on the amount
of capital in the Licensor’s brokerage account, or on the
performance of the Licensor’s trading account or on a per
transaction basis, it is possible that an account with greater
capital amount and a lower risk setting may be charged a
monthly fee that is less than the fee charged to an account
with a smaller capital amount and a higher risk setting.
Examples of typical monthly fees based on SuperSystem:
$50,000 —— .005 risk —— $246/month (- $100
discount)*
$100,000 —— .005 risk —— $246/month
$100,000 —— .2 risk —— $466/month
* There is a “Small Account ” discount of -$100 for $50,000
accounts. (ie: fees for a $50,000 account are $146 per month).
How to Subscribe to AlgoLab
For funded accounts, give us a call 403-651-2748 or Email us, and
allow us to answer your questions and help you get the process
started. greg@theAlgoLab.com

PART FOUR

Conclusion

FOURTEEN

SUMMARY

According to the “Quantitive Analysis of Investor Behavior”
study that I referred to in Chapter 1, if you made an investment in
all 500 of the S&P 500 stocks in 1987, your average noncompounded average rate of return would be just over 11% per
year. Unfortunately, in 1987, it would have been very difficult to
actually invest in all 500 of the S&P 500 stocks in the index unlike today where you can invest in a number of mutual funds or
ETF’s that track the S&P 500 returns. In 1987, it was very easy to
make an investment in a mutual fund, which would have returned
only 3.79%, which is 7 percentage points below what the entire
index would have returned.
After considering the effect of tax and fees, I wonder if 3.79% per
year is even worth the effort. You would have been better off
buying a 30 year government bond from 1987 which would have
provided 7.29% in income per year.
Fortunately you can do better, as I pointed out in chapter 2.
Hedge funds and auto trading software solutions like AlgoLab
that specialize in automated algorithmic trading strategies which
profit from up or down moves in many uncorrelated markets can
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offer far superior returns compared to stocks. Average returns
from this investment category far outpace investments in stocks
or bonds.
Investing in systematic or algorithmic strategy specific hedge
funds may be difficult depending on the amount of capital that
you have to invest, and your status as a “sophisticated investor”
which is a regulation that prevents you from investing in most
hedge funds due to personal net worth and income restrictions.
The potential mismatch between the country in which you live,
and the country in which the fund is domiciled may also prevent
you from making an investment.
In Part 3, I described how automated algorithmic trading software
solutions like AlgoLab allows participation in this unique invest‐
ment category without the restrictions inherent in the hedge fund
industry. With AlgoLab, you are in complete control of your funds
because they are deposited in your own trading account. You can
stop and start trading anytime you like without the early with‐
drawal penalties found in some funds, and most importantly, you
can specify your own risk-reward profile that is unique to your risk
tolerance – something that is not possible when investing in a
pooled fund.
In Part 2 of this book, I presented the four trading system develop‐
ment steps which include a method of backtesting your algo‐
rithmic trading strategy using historical price data. I also described
a unique and powerful method of verifying the statistical signifi‐
cance of your strategy using the Monte Carlo simulation test, and
reviewed various categories of technical trading strategies and
their respective Monte Carlo Z scores.
As I have said many times, it is my belief that a successful algo‐
rithmic trading strategy must:
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1. Have a statistically significant edge over random trade
entries.
2. Reduce risk by trading multiple non correlated markets
simultaneously.
From my development and testing experience, I have found that
the most profitable algorithmic trading strategies are based on
trend following and consolidation range breakout methods.
If it is your intention to delve into the world of developing and
trading your own algorithmic strategies, then I hope I have
educated you on the basic development and testing concepts
required to design profitable, non-curve-fitted trading systems. I
have also provided a list of software tools to get you started on the
right track. Alternately, I have spent five years creating and testing
and refining Algolab, so if this is more appealing, Part 3 is the
compilation of my 20+ years of trading knowledge applied to the
development of the best algorithmic trading tool possible at
this time.

FIFTEEN
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Computers are just a fad
Disruption is something that we generally avoid like raw broccoli
with no dip. We don’t want to do it, but it can be good for us. In
fact, a little well placed disruption can be downright
revolutionary.
I was a starving graphic artist back in 1989, and I earned a meager
living by feeding strips of type-covered photographic paper over a
waxing roller, which I then carefully aligned and pasted down
onto a square of cardboard. The paper was covered with para‐
graphs of text called “photo typesetting,” and this is how we used
to layout a magazine page before it went to press.
I got a call one day from my cousin Tim who worked at an Apple
computer store. He told me about the new high resolution printer
called the “Apple LaserWriter.” Tim said that using an Apple
Macintosh computer, and some “page layout software,” I could
compose and print an entire page and skip the tedious phototype‐
setting / paste-up process. The resolution of the printer was only
300 dots per inch, which if you inspect the printed type close-up,
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you could clearly see little stair-step edges. It was nowhere near
the crisp, professional quality of a photographic typesetted page.
However, I thought that the crude quality was good enough for
one of my accounts as a graphic artist, and because producing a
finished page was so much faster than the typesetting paste-up
ordeal, I could offer my client a very attractive price. My client
agreed, and I got a bank loan and forked out $10,000 for a
Macintosh computer, LaserWriter printer and PageMaker
software.
The person who I had purchased my photo typesetting from was
aghast that my client would agree to accept such inferior quality.
She protested this poor quality printed product which she called a
joke. She even contacted my client and tried to get me fired.
Thankfully, my client was happy to pay about 50% less for his
composed pages, and ignored her protests. But my typesetter was
right - the quality of this new computer printed page wasn’t even
close to the quality of her phototypesetting. Her main argument
was that this whole “computer thing” was just a fad, and that
nobody would ever accept this crude imposter into the profes‐
sional pre-press industry.
I actually agreed that perhaps the quality wasn’t good enough at
the time. But the way technology marches relentlessly forward, I
could easily imagine the day when laser printers would routinely
print out pages that were 600 DPI - or 1200 DPI, or even higher.
And this, I knew, was completely going to change the industry.
A year later, Terry was out of business and her $50,000 photo
typesetting machine was a big pile of useless junk. Meanwhile my
starving graphic artist sole-proprietorship morphed into a multi‐
million dollar company that produced digital typefaces which
eventually was acquired by one of the largest software companies
in the world. This is the power of disruption.
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We are in the midst of a disruption
This feels like deja vu. “You buy crude oil when the supplydemand fundamentals tip in favour of a long position - not when
some fancy math formula says so.” I heard this a lot. But that was
many years ago, and I don’t hear it as often today. That’s because
investing industry professionals have learned that there are many
highly respectable algorithmic investing firms that have proven the
profitability of an objective, backtested algorithmic approach to
investing.
Take Renaissance technologies’ Medallion Fund for example.
The fund, which used mathematical models to explore correla‐
tions from which they could profit is famed for one of the best
records in investing history, returning more than 35 percent annu‐
ally over a 20-year span. From 1994 through 2014 the fund aver‐
aged a 71.8% annual return. Medallion is now closed to outside
investors.
Along with Renaissance, the funds that are earning the best
returns today are doing so using computer models. According to
Alpha magazine, eight of the ten top earners on Alpha’s rich list
are algorithmic based, and half of the 25 richest of the year are
quants.
And when you compare the incredible performance of the algo‐
rithmic based funds to the lackluster mutual funds that I talked
about in chapter 2, it becomes obvious that we are in the midst of
one historic hell of a disruption.
Unfortunately many of these funds are closed to the average
investor, but that doesn’t mean that algorithmic trading or
investing is off-limits. It just means the average investor needs to
take a do-it-yourself approach. Get the software, do some learning,
and DIY.
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And this is where I feel that I am once again - in the mist of
another disruption. I developed AlgoLab as a way for myself, and
anyone to participate and benefit from algorithmic strategies that
profit from up or down moves in 19 different markets - not just
stocks, or bonds, but stocks and energy and metals and agriculture
and foreign currencies. It’s a big, dynamic, chaotic world out
there, and AlgoLab benefits by being able to seize any major move
instantly - the very second it happens.
Hopefully, you have learned something from this book, and I
sincerely wish you all the success in your investing and/or trading
endeavours.
Remember what Albert Einstein said: “If you always do what you
always did, you will always get what you always got.”

